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ZOG is rarely mentioned in public - and small wonder.

The notion that a semi-secret organization can be powerful enough to seize control of America
is nothing but an outrageous flight of fancy. Since all respected experts agree that ZOG is a
phantom threat, only minimal space need be wasted on a definition:

Zionist: Someone who will sacrifice any person, anything, or any nation for the greater good of
Israel.

Occupational: Possession by force, rather than by voluntary agreement.

Government: Control of a population.

In different words, ZOG refers to a mythical situation in which people with supreme allegiance
to Israel rather than America have seized power here, and now rule us.

ZOG: Myth or Reality?

Despite repeated attacks upon it, ZOG somehow keeps rising from the ashes and rubble - much
like the harmless old myth of Atlantis. Of course, whether or not Atlantis once existed, it now
belongs to history. The scarcity of hard evidence verifying claims of a Lost Continent is always
excused by the calamity that befell it, plus the enormous length of time that has since passed.

ZOG belongs to the present. Anyone bothering to search for it should soon be wading knee-deep
in evidence verifying its existence. Another difference is that this ZOG business - if true -has
some very sinister implications. For instance, most of our political leaders are by definition part
of it. More accurately, our leaders are themselves mere puppets of a hidden hand that secretly
controls the flow of events in Mainstream America.

Looking at things from ZOG's viewpoint, many mysteries of modern times are long last
explained: like why our government actually encourages invasion by Hispanics, or why we
annually give billions to Israel even as we foreclose on U.S. farmers and vets; why we gave back
Iwo Jima and the Panama Canal; and why Christ is forever crucified by the ACLU.

Another mystery solved is why average American citizens have never heard of ZOG, let alone
worry about it. Assuming just for laughs that it does rule America, the sheer magnitude of ZOG's
alleged power would explain how discussion and information about it can be so thoroughly
suppressed.

For even more laughs, we could actually go searching for ZOG. Alarmists describe it as a
dangerous monstrosity, but what does one look like up close? A reasonably accurate idea may
be had by studying a second Zionist Occupational Government - one that is no laughing matter.
Where is it?

Now up came the Zionists with the message - there was a distinct Jewish nation, with a right to
a National Home in Palestine. (The Siege, by Conner Cruise O'Brien,)

Some revealing details about ZOG-ruled Palestine (Israel)
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It is highly probable that the bulk of the Jew's ancestors never lived in Palestine at all, which
witnesses the power of historical assertion over fact. Source: H.G. Wells, The Outline of History.

The Khazars were a people of Turkish stock who came from the steppes of Russia to settle
between the Caspian and Black seas about 500 A.D. For political reasons their king decreed
Judaism for his whole tribe in 740. In 965 they were militarily crushed by Varagian [Swedish-
ruled] Slavs, and later overwhelmed by Mongols. Remnants migrated into eastern Europe where
they formed the Eastern (Ashkenazi) Jewish community. Source: The Thirteenth Tribe, by
Arthur Koestler.

If Koestler [a Jew] is correct, 95% of world Jewry today has Turkish rather than Semitic
ancestry. This invalidates their claim to Palestine as a historical home.

Chaim Weizmann, Zionist leader: We told the authorities in London: we shall be in Palestine
whether you want us there or not. You may speed up or slow down our coming, but it would be
better for you to help us, otherwise our constructive force will turn into a destructive one that
will bring about ferment in the entire world. (Judishe Rundschau, #4, 1920, Germany)

This was not an idle threat.

1944: Zionist terrorists killed many British soldiers and policemen in Palestine, using bombs,
bullets, and torture. Two particularly vicious gangs at that time were Irgun and the Stern Gang.
Leaders of these groups were ex-Prime Minister Menacham Begin (Irgun), and present Prime
Minister Shamir. Even in 1988 Britain's government still shunned Shamir. To hasten British
departure from Palestine, Irgun sent letter bombs to Winston Churchill and Prime Minister Mee
-among others. In 1946 they killed nearly 100 British by bombing the King David Hotel.
Terrorism also was (and still is) routinely practiced against Arabs to stampede them out of
Palestine, thereby reducing their demographic strength even as uninvited Jews streamed into the
country. In 1953 Ariel Sharon (later Israel's Defence Minister) led a raid on Palestine village
that left 66 civilians dead, mostly women and children.

1954: Agents of Israel's Mossad firebombed U.S. Consulates and other facilities in Egypt. They
planned to blame it on the Egyptians and thus drive a wedge between that country and America.
One of the terrorists was Phillip Nathanson, who let an incendiary device go off in his pocket.
That drew the attention of Egyptian authorities, and the resulting scandal was called the "Lavon
Affair". Its political aftermath caused Israel's first Prime Minister (David Ben-Gurion) to resign.

June 8, 1967: The U.S.S. Liberty was deliberately attacked in international waters as it
monitored communications during the Six-Day War. Israel used U.S. donated equipment to jam
the ship's S.O.S., hoping to sink it and murder all aboard before word could get out. 34 sailors
were butchered and 170 wounded in this blatant Act of War.

Liberty (Left) was part of the Sixth Fleet, a powerful group of men and ships paid for by U.S.
taxpayers to protect Israel. Perhaps by pure coincidence, the number "6" is revered by Jews
(symbolized by the Star of David).

1980's: Israel was caught stealing U.S. technology for cluster bombs and chrome-plating
cannon barrels. Subpoenas against. Israeli citizens were dropped by "our" (???) government
after Israel pledged to "cooperate". (Chicago Tribune, 11/24/86.

Convicted spy Jonathan Pollard was an important part of this operation. His "handler" escaped
back to Israel.

The Jerusalem Post (11/22/86) revealed that [former] Prime Minister Peres and his underlings
formulated the U.S. sale of weapons to Iran. Its all a "misunderstanding" according to Zionists.
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Peres was unhappy about the spy revelations: "Allowing NBC to televise this matter is evidence
that some U.S. agencies are undertaking a private crusade against Israel. That's very severe, and
is something you just don't do to a friend." (11/24/84, Chicago Tribune)

Yes, he actually had the chutzpah to say "friend"!

1987: Israel instituted a policy of breaking bones of Palestinian patriots. Said Defence Minister
Yitzhak Rabin: - "The use of force, including beatings, undoubtedly has brought about the
impact we wanted - strengthening the [occupied] population's fear of the Israeli Defence Forces."

So at least one Zionist Occupation Government does exist, and its members - all Jews in Israel's
case - can be extremely violent and vicious. This fact doesn't mean Jews control America,
however. After all, they only comprise 3% of the U.S. population, so how could they possibly
exercise vast power?

Then again, 3 shepherds can easily control 97 sheep.

Actually, comparing the alleged Zionist control of America with a shepherd and his flock may
be deceptively in nocuous. If the alarmists are right, ZOG is more dangerous than the combined
armies of Ghengis Khan, Stalin, and every terrorist who ever lived. Its a comfort to know that
no matter how much power America's Jews have, they're Americans first - right? Attitudes have
surely changed since that famous 1940 exchange between David Ben Gurion and a prominent
U.S. Jew: "Which are you first, a Jew or an American? (Answer: "A Jew.")

In any case a Jew isn't necessarily a Zionist... or is he? In 1982 an American Jewish Committee
poll found 75% of U.S. Jews openly admitting a devotion to Israel that superseded their
allegiance (if any) to the United States.

Oh well. Even if Jews constitute the heart and soul and brains and backbone of Zionism, if a
ZOG or any other evil force tried to seize control here it would surely generate immense turmoil
and resentment just as has happened in Palestine. Now obviously we aren't throwing rocks at
occupation troops in our streets, and no alien flags flutter overhead, yet the alarmists insist there
is turmoil here, particularly in six areas of American society where the pressures of ZOG are
(allegedly) having catastrophic consequences.

These Choke Points are:

1. Media - Unpopular crusades and devious tactics using filtered news
(information).

2. Economics - Oppression under the power of the purse (income).

3. Demographics - Resistance to manipulation of ethnic composition and
numbers.

4. Justice - Onerous laws and litigious manoeuvres.

5. Cultures - Ruination of entertainment, religious, and educational values.

6. Politics - Seizure of formal governmental powers.

If problems and conflicts at these six choke points can be found on a scale having national
impact, the claim that Zionists have become an occupational force in our country might have to
be taken seriously after all.
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Evidence indicating America's  Media has been "Occupied"

Mathathir Mohamad, Prime Minister of Malaysia: "The Western press is not free, as they have
to bow to Zionist interests. It is clear the foreign press is under greater domination because of
the Zionist influence than the Malaysian press, which is under control of the government."

In his Wartime Journals Charles A. Lindbergh warned: "We are disturbed about the effect of the
Jewish influence on our press, radio, and motion pictures. It may become very serious. (Fulton)
Lewis told us of one instance where the Jewish advertising firms threatened to remove all their
advertising from the Mutual System if a certain feature was permitted to go on the air. The threat
was powerful enough to have the feature removed." (5/1/41)

General George Brown was Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in 1974. President Ford
publicly reprimanded him for statements regarding excessive Jewish influence in the media,
banks and Congress.

Manachem Shalev, member of the Israeli Consulate: "Journalists, editors, and politicians for
that matter, are going to think twice about criticizing Israel if they know they are going to get
thousands of angry calls in a matter of hours. The Jewish lobby is good at orchestrating
pressure... Israel's presence in America is all-pervasive... You don't want to seem like you are
blatantly trying to influence whom they [the media] invite. You have to persuade them that you
have the show's best interests at heart... After the hullabaloo over Lebanon [cluster bombing
civilians, etc.], the press doesn't do anything without calling us for comment."

Newscaster Tom Brokaw's reply to Jewish concerns about whose side the American media was
on: "You have nothing to worry about." (Feb/1987, Mother Jones)

David Lamb, reporter for L.A. Times: "If there is anything in the paper that smacks of criticism
of Israel, my editor's phone starts ringing off the hook in the morning."

Hype: Jews constitute about 3% of America's population. Compare that percentage to the time
and space reserved in "our" media for subjects hyping Jewish achievements, wailing; personal-
ities, more wailing, demands, still more wailing, the Holocaust, etc...

Verbal Flatulence; New York Times News Service (1986): In her article deriding claims of a
ZOG in the U,S., Flora Lewis [Jew] called is "a symptom of a murderous bigot's disease." She
recommended that' bigots should look to Lebanon"

Apparently Flora is bigoted against looking at Israel and its treatment of Palestinians as an
example of bigotry (and apartheid).

Smear Campaigns: Throughout 1986-87 Kurt Waldheim (Left) was vilified by unhappy Jews
and the media for alleged war crimes. Yet the following headline appeared in the Jewish Post,
11/24/86: "No Evidence On Waldheim." In 1988 a panel of historians composed of one socialist
and five Jews found Waldheim guilty only of knowing about "war crimes".

Meanwhile, "our" media steadfastly declines to hound Israeli leaders for war crimes against
Palestinians.

Gestapo tactics: In referring to what Israel felt was unkind media coverage of its war in
Lebanon, a spokesman for the Israeli embassy wailed: "If we'd like to launch a war against the
Washington Post, we'll pick the time and place." Also regarding alleged threats of reprisal
against the Post for revealing a "rating" system Israel uses to evaluate American newspapers:
"The whole story is off the record, including our conversations. If I know you are going to quote
me, we will take measures against you." (Mother Jones, Feb., 1987, p.52)
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Our (???) government was silent about this trampling on American press freedoms by a foreign
government.

A logical question is: If Zionists control the American media, why does Israel get so unhappy
with it at times? Answer: "We Jews are an unusual people. We fight over anything." So says
Philip Klutznick, past president of B'nai B'rith as quoted in They Dare to Speak Out, p.276.
They also want to stifle even mild criticism early-on because "a stitch in time saves nine".
Otherwise ZOG's (alleged) web of conspiracies can unravel, as in the Pollard spy case; or ZOG's
true nature may be exposed, such as breaking bones of (Palestinian) patriots, then burying them
alive.

Censorship: In 1988 our (???) government moved to shut the PLO information centre in New
York - but let's quit persecuting Israel. Referring to television's coverage of the 1968 Commu-
nist Tet Offensive, Linda Ellerby said on ABC's Our World (2/4/87): "The young were seeing
history being made before it was censored by their elders." (She actually said that with a straight
face.) As always the Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph of Hue's police chief shooting a
captured Viet Cong was featured. Elleerby didn't mention that Communists had just butchered
the entire family of that police chief's brother.

Speaking of Pulitzer [a Jew], in a 1945 speech at Carnegie Hall he recommended executing 1.5
million Germans after WWII, without regard to guilt. This was actually done when 2 million
German civilians died during their brutal forced resettlement at war's end.

Transforming perception into reality. Wally Cronkite said shortly after Tet: "You know, I think
that maybe its time somebody goes out there and says what it looks like to a reasonably
informed and astute person." Wally selected himself, and after looking around said: "I didn't
think we were winning in Vietnam."

So said America's most trusted journalist, and America believed him - but in fact the Commu-
nists lost more than 40,000 men in that campaign, and the Viet Cong infra-structure was totally
shattered. It was the biggest single Allied victory of the entire war!

Unfortunately these revelations only came to light months later. Network reaction was typified
by NBC Newts when it rejected a proposed special in late 1968 to correct the misconception.
Said one producer: "Tet was already established in the public's mind as a defeat, and therefore
it was an American defeat." ("Between Fact and Fiction", Edward Epstein, p.225)

So who was responsible for that catastrophically-false perception of an Allied defeat? "Vietnam
and Watergate were victories of the press." Statement by William Schneider, American Enter-
prise Institute on PBS's MacNeil Lehrer Report, 2/11/87.

"What we focus on - expands": For two days in 1985, the lead news story on all three national
networks were the burning down of Winnie Mandela's home (thank God she was away at the
time). By concentrating on this "story", attention was diverted from other stories like mega-
billion gifts to Israel, the takeover of Mex-America, the Genocide Treaty, etc.

Distorting the picture: From 1/1/87 to 10/11/87, 9% of the victims in AIDS stories on nightly
TV news programs were identified homosexuals, whereas they actually constitute 73%.9% of
those seen were black or Hispanics. an actual 39%. (Source: Centre for Media and Public
Affairs, Wash., D.C.)Pre-emptive Journalism: To counter "Amerika" (a mildly anti-Soviet
miniseries), Ted Turner authorized programs on WTBS favourable to the Soviet image
(1/31/87, TV Guide). No images of Afghan child-victims of Russian toy bombs were shown.
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Several business, including Mabelline, threatened to boycott Ted Turner's CNN if it continued
running an ad about former Representative Paul Findley's book "They Dare to Speak Out". In it
Findley said Israel "...is able to stifle free speech, control our Congress, and even dictate our
foreign policy." Wailing Jews demanded and got free equal time because Findley's ad was
allegedly a political message.

This is not only a sample of Media control, but also Economic control - in this particular case
control of advertising revenues which is the media's lifeblood.

Signals of Economic Occupation

"Jew storekeepers have already learned the advantage to be gained from this [unlimited credit];
they lead on the farmer into irretrievable indebtedness, and keep him ever after as their bond-
slave hopelessly grinding in the mill" Across the Plains, by Scottish writer Robert Louis
Stevenson (1850-1890).

Prince Otto von Bismarck. "The division of the United States into two federations of equal force
was decided long before the Civil War by the High Financial Power of Europe.

These [Jewish] bankers were afraid that the United States, if they remained in one block and as
one nation, would obtain economical and financial independence, which would upset their
financial domination over the world... Therefore they started their emissaries in order to exploit
the question of slavery and thus dig an abyss between the two parts of the Republic." (Interview
by Conrad Seim, in "La Veille France, March, 1921.)

The highest of the High Financial Powers was Lord Nathan Rothschild [Jew], reportedly the
single most powerful man of 19th Century Europe. He said: "I care not who governs a country,
give me its purse strings and I will be in control."

The U.S. Federal Reserve System is a "central bank" and Washington, Madison, Jefferson,
Jackson, and Lincoln among others fought fervently against the idea of a central bank. Never-
theless, a Rothschilds' operative - Paul Warburg - engineered formation of the Fed just in time
to supply the massive credit necessary for the Allied effort in World War I.

Despite its name the Federal Reserve - like Federal Express - is privately owned. Thomas
Jefferson said: "If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their
money, first by inflation and then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up
around them will deprive the people of their property until their children will wake up homeless
on the continent their fathers conquered."

Obviously he was an alarmist, although we do hear a lot about homeless people these days, and
a 1987 Archer Daniels Midland advertisement did state that 76,000 farmers would go bankrupt
that year. Hundreds of thousands more were in risky financial shape. A Georgia State economist
said banks are telling these people: "You can't pay off the old loan, so we're not going to loan
you more." (9/19/86, USA Today)

Farmers get 'loans in the form of Federal Reserve "notes". To be negotiable, a "note" must
promise to pay something. Federal Reserve "notes" promise to pay absolutely nothing, yet to
secure loans these "notes" farmers must offer collateral in the form of real things like land and
crops.

Who says you can't get something for nothing?

The FHA made $5.4 million available in loans - loans - to drought-stricken farmers, but they
had to show evidence; that they could repay. Said one official: "I hope it is not the case that we
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cannot help the farmers because they are unable to qualify for these loans [because of high debt
loads already]..." (The Oregonian, 10/26/86)

Compare this financial treatment to that given Mexico, Russia, and especially Israel.

While American farmers are being systematically destroyed, Israel continues to get billions in
grants and forgiven loans every year from U.S. taxpayers - including farmers! Israel is allowed
to repay unforgiven U.S. loans over 30 years, while other countries must repay in 12. Also,
Israel pays only interest for the first ten years, expecting that in time the principal will be
forgiven, and/or ZOG engineered U.S. inflation will ease the strain of repayments. (In 1987
Israel's interest payments were "forgiven" by at least $200,000,000.)

This transfer process is eerily similar to bloodsuckers and other parasites draining their victim's
blood.

U.S. banks with loans to Mexico want the World Bank to guarantee a new $12 billion loan to
Mexico. (9/25/86 Wall Street Journal) The World Bank gets its "money" from the Federal
Reserve, which can inflate or deflate the dollar whenever its private owners so decide. An
artificially-high dollar severely cripples America's exports.

Like agriculture, White America's mammoth manufacturing base would also have to be sabo-
taged. ZOG (if it exists) would need help throwing millions of Whites out of work, Thereby
lowering their living standard and eroding their economic power. How are they doing so far?
60% of new American jobs in the past decade pay less than $7000/year. Real average weekly
earnings of factory workers has dropped 10% since 1979. (Reported 1/29/87)

It’s a tough job, but somebody's gotta do it. Who has ZOG allied itself with to accomplish this?

(12/11/86) U.S. International Trade Commission ruled the Japanese were hurting U.S. chipmak-
ers, but our (???) government "believed the [Japanese] government was working to end the
violations." (In 1988 they were still working on it.)

10/25/86, SF Chronicle: Fujitsu wants to buy Fairchild Semiconductor.

According to one analyst "It is buying a U.S. nameplate to put on Japanese semi-conductors. A
U.S. company can't dump into the U.S. market." Another analyst saw it differently. Eli Sayegh
[Jew], stated: "...you can see it as positive step toward globalisation of the industry."

1986: Even as Japanese goods flooded U.S. markets, Japan acted to stop the importation of 20
tons of rice a year (20 tons total!!) by sailors returning from California. Japanese rice is six times
more costly.

Hobart Rowan of the Washington Post detects racism in Prime Minister Nakasone's remarks
suggesting American achievements are being held back by lower intellectual abilities of Blacks
and Hispanics. He feels that assertion may lead to protectionist sentiments here. (9/ 28/86)

Rowan (a Black) was hinting that Japan's permit to destroy White America's economic power
will be revoked unless Nakasone ends such racist talk. Racism is bad, bad, bad! Everyone
"knows" that, just as everyone "knows" the Holocaust was humanity's worst-ever calamity.
Racism is so bad, in fact, that all efforts to solve the problem are justified.

Unwelcome Demographic Manipulation

France gave the Statue of Liberty to America as a symbol of Republican Enlightenment, not
open borders. The poem pleading "Give me your tired, your poor, etc..." was written independ-
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ently of sanctioned statute proceedings by Emma Lazarus, a Jew. It was not officially associated
with the statute for another 35 years. (C.C. O'Brien, The Siege)

Overt invasion of targeted host countries: At the start of the Twentieth Century Jews flooded
America like an invading army, much like they flooded Palestine in the 1940’s.

Mass sacrifice of White lives to gain Zionist ends: Woodrow Wilson was re-elected president
in late 1916 on his promise to "keep us out of the war", and maintain strict "Neutrality". On
January 23, 1917 he told Congress he earnestly wanted to remain at peace with Germany, but
on April 2, 1917 America entered a war that was to cost it 117,000 White lives. Why? Britain
desperately needed help, so Zionists offered U.S. wealth and manpower in exchange for Britain
promise to give Palestine to the Jews. This promise was engineered by Lord Balfour [a Jew],
and thus called the Balfour Declaration.

"World War I was our supreme revenge on the Christian World." Count Mensdorf (a Jew), post
WW I Austrian ambassador to Britain.

Charles Lindbergh (Wartime Journals, 5/1/41): "The pressure for war is mounting [again]. The
people are opposed to it, but the Administration seems hell-bent on its way to war. Most of the
Jewish interests in the country are behind war."

Roosevelt said during his 1940 campaign: "I promise you again and again that I will not send
your sons to fight and die on foreign soil." After re-election, he helped keep us out of that war
by ordering the U.S. Navy to escort British ships and sink German subs. Germany refused to
retaliate, so he then goaded Japan into attacking Pearl Harbour as a way of getting America into
World War H. Tragic Deception, by Hamilton Fish (a high-ranking Republican Congressman
of the era).

Why was Roosevelt so intent on war? "Whenever an American fell at Bataan or Corregidor, the
real reason that boy went to his death was because Hitler's anti-Semitic movement succeeded in
Germany." Proudly revealed on CBS radio by Samuel Untemeyer, President of the World
Jewish Federation.

Nazis - and to a great extent Germans in general - are still vilified almost daily. Come to think
of it, why did Nazi Germany detest the Jews? (Answer: page 14)

Murder of White patriots: William Joyce's last words just before Britain executed him for
anti-war activism in WWII:

"In death, as in life, I defy the Jews who caused this last war, and I defy the powers of
darkness which they represent. I am proud to die for my ideals and I am sorry for the sons of
Britain who have died without knowing why."

Question: On 12/12/85 248 U.S. soldiers and 8 civilians died in a plane crash from duty in the
Sinai desert guarding the truce line separating Israel and Egypt. What government and whose
cause did those troops die for without knowing why?

Hint: The same answers apply to the Marines who died in the Beirut barracks bombing.

Character assassination of potential White heroes: A 1987 "docudrama" smeared the memory
of Henry Ford (an anti-Zionist). J. Edgar Hoover met the same fate because of his strong
anti-communist career and exposure of Martin Luther King's communist links. In 1983 three
Israeli tanks tried to barge past U.S. Marine positions in Lebanon. White Marine Captain
Charles B. Johnson stopped them with only his bravery and a Colt pistol. The U.S. media
dutifully reported Zionist-supplied rumours that alcohol was smelled on Johnson's breath.
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Character-enhancement of White anti-heroes, including outright traitor instead of Captain
Johnson held

up as a role model for White boys, they get Jamie Farr - MASH's pacifist soldier in drag. A
real-life example is Jane Fonda. In a well covered trip to North Vietnam, Hanoi Jane actually
sang with North Vietnamese soldiers in foxholes, but "our" media did not howl for her arrest for
giving aid and comfort to the enemy. After all, North Vietnam was not an enemy of Israel.

Character assassination is used in countless situations where a White has accomplished some-
thing that might elevate him to hero status. This is a modern version of "regicide", a tactic that
helps destabilize a society and thereby profits any organized force waiting to rush in and fill the
resulting leadership vacuum.

Terrorizing White patriots: Joseph Schacter, chief of the local Jewish Defence League chapter,
put a bomb on the doorstep of a Canadian White activist. The terrorist's lawyer observed that his
client could have left a far bigger bomb, but wanted to keep it "small and symbolic". (1978,
Canada)

Besieging White communities: Blacks and Jews marched through the Howard Beach area of
New York City to protest the killing of a Black by White youths. Now the area is targeted for
its "racial identity" and "territoriality" problems.

Destruction of White communities: In Shelly v. Kraemer (1948), racial housing covenants were
ruled unconstitutional. The result has been catastrophic losses in property value, massive White
Flight, and the dissolution of White cohesion.

The 1949 Genocide Convention, still pending before Congress, will allow the World Court to
extradite, and punish ANY White American who criticizes Israel or the Jewish race. An
international treaty supersedes our Constitution!

An Especially Troublesome White Community

Its crucial to remember that by definition ZOG (assuming it exists, of course) has mind-boggling
power that transcends national boundaries. All White societies are targeted, no matter how
tolerant they are of destructive Jews in its midst or how far Whites bend over backwards to
satisfy endless Jewish wailing and intrigues.

One stubborn White society remains a painful thorn in ZOG's side. Although ostracized and
vilified for decades, 5 million Whites in South Africa continue to dominate 25 million Blacks.
This is embarrassing to those who insist all races are equal, because no equivalent situation
exists now (or ever has) where any nation's Black minority dominated another race. Worst of
all, apartheid might give dangerous ideas to Whites in other countries who detest the Melting
Pot they're stewing in, but are afraid to speak out.

While in office President Reagan strongly resisted sanctions against South Africa, reflecting
America's majority attitude. A 1986 NBC-TV news poll found only 26% of the people support-
ed sanctions, yet Senator Joseph Biden stated: "It is time for the world to understand that
President Reagan does not speak for the American people on this issue." Actually its Congress
that is resisting popular sentiment. Georgia's Sen. Newt Ginrich voted for sanctions although
80% of his home district was opposed.

A Gallup Poll revealed only 8% of U.S. Whites supported sanctions despite an intense,
unrelenting media propaganda campaign. For instance, Oliver Tambo of the terrorist African
National Congress refers to bombings and other violence against "soft targets" (civilians) as
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armed propaganda. For his efforts, he was named "Person of the Week" on ABC News, 1/30/87.
Peter Jennings gushed: "Oliver Tambo is the brightest symbol of resistance to White domination."

(USA Today, 1/29/87) A theoretical interview with Thomas Paine was based on remarks he
made 200 years ago. Naturally the discussion touched on South Africa. Paine is against
apartheid (but no doubt supports Israel's right to exist.)

Miscegenation: Consider those loving glances between Blacks and Whites in music videos,
implying that race-mixing is good. In reality the progeny of such unions will have an average
IQ less than the White parent. Blacks have scored lower in practically every IQ and SAT test
ever given, no matter how high their economic level. (from a Newsweek article, 1/ 14/80)

The average weight of a White brain is 1380 grams, a Black 1249 grams. Cubic capacity - White
1481, Black 1316. In both cases this is a difference of about 10%. The sutures of a Black infant's
skull Unite at an earlier age than a White's, thus retarding development. (The Story of Man,
1962, by Carleton Coon, past president of the American Association of Anthropologists)

Disarming Whites: Wife of Zionist spy Pollard [both Jews] worked as a secretary for the
National Rifle Association. Any ZOG would naturally want its host people disarmed as its
policies and strategies bear ever more bitter fruit.

(Witness the Palestinians, with only rocks to fight their ZOG and its well-armed Jewish troops.)

Hounding Whites from their communities: In 1987 a Canadian member of the Aryan Nations
Church offered his ranch as asylum for U.S. Whites fleeing ZOG persecution. He wants Canada
to accept American Whites as political refugees!

This White patriot's actions are appreciated - but hopeless. Canada has a ZOG too.

Making Whites homeless: A major social campaign of the 1980's is helping Homeless
People. How much tax money would be freed up for Americans, and how many would still
need homes or jobs if millions of illegal aliens were sent home?

"Our (???) capitol is 70% Black, but of the three non-White armies being used by ZOG (if it
exists, of course), only Hispanics are mounting a full-scale physical invasion of this country.
This is not to slight other non-Whites crossing our border each year, but their numbers are small
compared to millions of illegal aliens from Latin America - including Puerto Rico, which has
mysteriously become a State in everything but name. ZOG's intent is to supplement rapidly-
breeding Blacks, and to have a counter- force ready in case Blacks get uppity, as Jessie Jackson
has done. (Remember "Hymietown?")

In 1986 1.6 million Hispanic invaders were caught by the INS. For each invader captured, up to
ten get through. One INS agent stated: "What nobody understands is that this isn't a migration,
this is an invasion. We fought in Vietnam and we fought in Korea to keep out the Communists.
Now we're giving away our Southern border." (The Oregonian, 2/8/87)

White patriots maintain ZOG is giving it away.

(7/11/86) Hispanics are outraged at White patriots volunteering to guard America's southern
border and make citizen's arrests of invaders, many of whom are "mules" (drug carriers).
Hispanics consider this domestic terrorism, and will start their own border patrols to stop White
interdiction.

The Pentagon wants $300,000,000,000 for fiscal 1988 to protect this country from invasion, but
practically no military personnel or bases are used to protect our southern border from invasion.
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Outgoing New Mexico Governor Toney Anaya declared the whole State of New Mexico a
sanctuary for Central American political refugees. (11/28/86 USA Today)

(11/15/86) Attorneys are outraged because some illegal aliens might have been deported without
knowing they were eligible to stay here pending new immigration rules. Lawyers want U.S.
taxpayers to pay for sending people into Mexico to look for Hispanic invaders already given the
boot.

Senator Dan Inoye's $8 million allotment to educate North African Jews may be used instead to
help refugees. (1/26/88).

Meanwhile, no funds will be allotted to White American tax payers such as Donna Arneson of
Portland, Oregon, facing death because she cannot pay for a liver transplant (1/29/88).

California's residents favour one official language - so far. Shelly Spiegel- Coleman [Jew] is
outraged, but thinks the bilingual program will be extended because its been grafted onto a bill
that includes politically-popular programs such as aid to the elderly. (12/16/87)

(8/22/86) Mexicans are outraged about American drug agents in Mexico. Apparently they feel
Mexico's sovereignty is threatened if Americans cross their border without permission.

Jorge Castenaga of the National University of Mexico is outraged about America's racist and
xenophobic reaction to Mexicans flooding across her border. He feels Mexico's problems are up
to the United States to solve, but White Americans volunteering to guard their own border
bothers him severely, He worries that Reagan has reawakened an American sense of national-
ism, so bigotry and racism can't be far behind (The Oregeonia, 8/19/86)

This implies that a lack of nationalism is best for White America, which is exactly the attitude
ZOG (if it exists) would want: mainstream America bereft of self-pride, weapons, cohesion,
leaders, financial resources, and chained to an unjust Justice System.

Occupation of America's "Justice" System

Jews want to be considered Caucasian in every respect, or they wail even louder than usual.
They also want -and now get - protection under civil rights laws originally passed to protect
non-Caucasians. (Abstracted from a Newhouse News Service despatch, 5/19/ 87) By using race
discrimination laws, Jews not only have things their way - they have it both ways.
1984: "Our" (???) FBI declined to include the Institute of Historical Review firebombing in its
annual report on terrorist incidents, and has not found the vermin responsible. Compare this
ho-hum attitude to FBI actions against White patriots.

"Our" FBI reported 7 terrorist incidents in 1985, with 2 dead and 10 injured. Of those, Jewish
extremists accounted for 4 incidents, 2 murders, and 9 injured. (7/5/86, Washington Post) Not
one Jew has yet been prosecuted in connection with any of these incidents.

Such bombing are samples of "Kosher Justice". Jewish Defence Organization founder Mor-
dechai Levy "approved [the bombing] 100%" (New York Post, 8/16/86). He added: "Whoever
did it did a righteous act". Also: "Obviously we can't claim credit... [but] there are Jews who will
administer Jewish justice." (North New Jersey Herald News). Why was the victim killed? For
allegations of WWII war crimes that have since been disproven (as they usually are).

More Kosher Justice: Statements of New York City Jewish Defence League commander Victor
Vancier to the Village Voice in April, 1986 include "...the [Jewish] underground will strike
targets that will make Americans gasp." He went on to say that a prominent Palestinian-
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American professor had been marked for "liquidation". Less than a month later Temple Univer-
sity professor Ishmael Faruqi and his wife were murdered.

(Gee, our [???] FBI can't find those terrorists either.)

Zionists break any law that doesn't suit them. Amy Carter was arrested in an anti-CIA demon-
stration on the U. of Massachusetts. For a key witness she wants Daniel Ellsberg [a Jew who
illegally leaked classified documents]. She was arrested along with her very close friend Abbie
Hoffman, a Jew agitator who hid 6 years to evade drug-dealing charges. (Jan.1987)

Bernadine Chrnstein aka. Dohrn [Jew] was once a leader of the violently-revolutionary Weather
Underground. She went into hiding in 1969, surfaced in 1980, fined $1500 and granted
probation. In 1982 she refused to reveal what she knew of a Brinks robbery in which 3 White
men were killed. She was given 7 months in jail.

Compare this slap on the wrist with 150-year sentences meted out to White patriots.

Government-regulated censorship: PM, New York's largest pro-Marxist daily in 1946, carried
the complaints of an Anti-Defamation League spokesman who demanded that the POC investi-
gate a radio station for being anti-Semitic. He called it "a transmission belt for nationalistic
propaganda." (8/21/46 PM) (Apparently "nationalism = anti-Semitism to the ADL.)

Court-ordered censorship: Zionist puppet Theodore Sorensen threatened court action to force
ABC to drop the mini-series Amerika. (1/31/17, TV Guide)

He has no problem with trampling on freedom of speech in this matter, which is sort of what
Amerika was supposed to be about.

The Office of Special Investigations (OSI) is a federal agency whose job is to root out
Americans who once served with Axis forces. As evidence for deportation OSI uses hearsay
testimony of alleged Holocaust survivors, and Soviet KGB evidence. Robert Gillette had this to
say in the Los Angeles Times (April 28 and 29, 1986): "The Soviets have refused to give
prosecutors or defence attorneys access to wartime archives to search for other evidence that
might bear on the defendant's guilt or innocence..." A dissenting judge in the Kowalchuk case
said Soviet restrictions had "denied Kowalchuk the opportunity to conduct even a primitive
preparation of a defence... the most basic of due process rights.”

1987: The U.S. "Justice" Department deported Karl Linnas, an American citizen, to certain
death thanks to data supplied by Jews and Soviets to OSI. The U.S. District Judge presiding was
Jacob Mishler [Jew]. 74 more Americans have been targeted by the Simon Wiesenthal Centre,
and OSI is dutifully investigating them.

The Civil Rights  Movement

America's greatest and most visible source of discrimination is the civil rights movement. Teddy
Kennedy, Jimmy Carter, and other puppets have high profiles in this mammoth campaign
against Whites, but who is the real power behind "our" (???) government's policy of Minority
Rule?

"The Jewish community has long been the financial backbone of civil rights movement."
(9/19/66, New York Times)

U.S. Congressional Record (6/ 7/57) of remarks by Israel Cohen (Jew), spokesman for the
Communist Party England in 1912: "We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is
racial tension... In America, we will aim for a subtle victory. While inflaming the Negro
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minority against the Whites, we will instil in Whites a guilt complex for their exploitation of the
Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise in prominence in every walk in life, in the professions
and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this prestige the Negro will be able to
intermarry with the Whites and begin a process which will deliver America to our cause."

Their slave history automatically inspires a debilitating guilt in Whites that's matched only by
our bottomless Holocaust guilt.

Malcolm X, leader of the black Muslims: "All I had held against the Jews was that so many Jews
actually were hypocrites in their claim to be friends of the American black man... At the same
time I knew that Jews played these roles for a very careful strategic reason: the more prejudice
in America that could be focused upon the Negro, then the more the white Gentile's prejudice
would keep ...off the Jew." (2/4/85 New York magazine)

In other words, as White society is mesmerized by the theatrics of enraged Blacks, Zionists slip
a few hundred thousand more Orientals and Hispanics in, slip a few billion dollars more to
Israel, etc.

1948: In Shelly v. Kraemer the Supreme Court decided racial housing covenants were unconsti-
tutional. The plaintiff's lawyers were practically all wailing Jews.

1954: In Brown v. Board of Education the Supreme Court decided segregated schools were
unconstitutional. The federal legal brigade aiding Brown and NAACP was heavily Jewish.

The result has been unending racial tension, mind-boggling costs for bussing students and
remedial programs for Blacks, and trillions of hours lost in the education of White children.

1983: In Clayton County, Ga., U.S.District Court Judge Marvin Shoob [Jew] ordered the release
of 1500 Haitian boat people from Atlanta Federal Penitentiary. Later he suggested the Second
Baptist Church settle with Joanne and Edwin Nartowicz [wailing Jews represented by the
ACLU] concerning signs on school property that announced Christian activities.

1986: Morris Dees [half-Jew] is waging an effective campaign to destroy the Ku Klux Klan.
John Carroll recently resigned as director of Dees' law centre. He said Dees plans to destroy the
Klan "by keeping them in court all the time." Dees was once ordered off a case by trying to
persuade a witness to commit perjury. He was not disbarred. Update (2/13/87): "The United
Klans of. America and six specific Klansmen were hit by a $7 million damage assessment for
the 1981 slaying of a Black. Dees was an attorney for the Black's family.

The Sheriff of Jefferson Parish in New Orleans was forced by the ACLU to rescind his order
that Blacks cruising White areas be searched. 79% of robberies there are committed by Blacks,
but 73% of the victims are White. (LA Times- Wash. Post, 12/4/86)

1987: When Blacks staged a small parade in Forsyth County, Georgia, to protest its exclusively-
White demographics, they were run off by angry White residents. Blacks came back 20,000
strong guarded by 2500 soldiers and police, plus a pack of Justice Department attorneys.
Protesting Whites could not get legal permission to stage a counter march in their own city.
Many Whites - including children - were beaten with nightsticks.

At about the same time, enraged Blacks demanded "justice" for the racial hazing of a Black at
Citadel College. The NAACP will "deal with the whole picture". Affirmative action will be
accelerated, civil rights concessions will be forced via the courts, and the institution is being
sued for $800,000
.
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In effect White society is being hit by financial nukes launched through the courts. How else do
our alien Occupiers wage war on America as we know it?

Assaults on White Culture (includes Entertainment Religion, Education)

"[Jews] are to be found behind all social commotion, as they are at the bottom of all epidemics
of immorality. They know well that no society can resist the potent degenerative force of
immorality administered 'al adequate doses bringing the enervation of complete intellectual
abasement..." (Hungarian composer Franz Liszt [1811-1886] in "Die Israeliten")

Entertainment Values

Henry Ford, American Industrialist (1863-1947): "There had been observed in this country
certain streams of influence which are causing a marked deterioration in our literature, amuse-
ments, and social conduct... a nasty Orientalism which had insidiously affected every channel
of expression... The fact that these influences are all traceable to one racial source [Jews] is
something to be reckoned with Our opposition is only to ideas, false ideas, which are sapping
the moral stamina of the people." (My Life and Work, by Henry Ford)

Richard Wagner (German composer 1813-1883) is anathema in Israel. Why? Possibly for these
remarks condensed from his book Judaism in Music: "In respect to art, and especially to music
we want to explain the popular dislike of the Jewish nature... His effect on music is offensive
and coldly indifferent to the ardour or to the higher, heartfelt passion. The Jew is incapable of
giving artistic enunciation to his feelings, and music is the speech of passion." Also: "The Jew
has been in the widest spread of modern art varieties and in music, to become the destroyer of
public taste. He has never had an art of his own"

The key to understanding Modern Art is now available in The Painted Word, by Tom Wolfe.
His premise is that the whole Modern Art industry is a gigantic hoax. Modern Art cannot be
understood by looking at it, but only after you are told what it means. The "experts" who have
best-explained "good" (i.e., Modern) art to America are: Clement Greenberg, Harold Rosen-
berg, Leo Steinberg. The first notable major patron of Modern Art: Peggy Guggenheim. All
were Jews. The capitol of Modern Art is New York City.

Truman Capote, 20th Century American writer, assailed the "Jewish mafia" monopoly over U.S.
publishing, and protested their suppression of writings that did not meet with Jewish approval.
(Playboy Magazine, March, 1968)

(10/16/86 LA.Times): Five of six books reviewed were authored by Jews. Apparently 83% of
all books worth reading are written by 3% of the population.

In an 800 page book concerning the history of modern Israel (The Siege, by C.C. O'Brien) no
mention is made of the U.S.S. Liberty massacre - a blatant Act of War. This book is published
by Simon and Schuster, ultimately controlled by Gulf and Western, founded by Charles
Bluhdorn [a Jew].

In 1947 the "Hollywood Ten" were convicted of inserting communist propaganda into motion
pictures. 9 of the 10 were Jews. In 1987 an all-out pro-Soviet PR effort was launched throughout
the U.S. media. No subversion charges are pending.

Marion Brando: "You've seen every single race besmirched, but you never saw an unfavourable
image of a kike because the Jews are ever watchful for that. They never allowed it to be shown
on the screen!" (Playboy, Jan., 1979)
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Enervating White males: "Throughout the entire advertising industry Black males are sublimi-
nally matched against the form of the sweet all-American blonde to stimulate White fears of
black aggression..." (James D. Royalty, Director of the Langley Media Centre, University of
Maryland, 1977)

America has Black Miss America contests, Black awards festivities, and even a Black Entertain-
ment Network with no discrimination suits by "our" (???) government or ACLU. A White
Entertainment Network is unthinkable. Meanwhile, many straight White characters in programs
"for the whole family" like All in the Family and Benson, (and movies like Porky's and Beverly
Hills Cop, etc.) are designer dorks - made repulsive and/or ignorant compared to minority
characters

But as for queer Whites: "In order to treat Jodie as a gay character, his portrayal must at all times
be handled without "limp-wristed" actions or other negative stereo-typing." Part II, p32 of a
1977 script for Soap.

Why such concern for a queer's image? Homosexual men do not reproduce - they must recruit.
Recruit from whom?

Children ages 2 to 5 spend an equivalent of 40 school days a year watching TV ads. Also,
children do not discriminate between advertising and shows. (Jonathan Rowe, the Christian
Science Monitor, 1987.

"As the twig is bent, so grows the tree."

The difference between advertising, propaganda, information and infotainment is often blurred.
Matters become further contused when tactics like censorship and silence are added in. In
January, 1987, Chrysler execs killed their "Amerika" ads, saying they wanted their products to
be associated with more upbeat subject matter. ABC exec Brandon Stoddard [Jew) said he
thinks cancellation was because of pressure groups, and worries about such groups censoring
ideas (as if ABC doesn't practice it too. Please see page 3).

Silence: PBS head Martin Rubenstein [Jew] strongly resisted showing Harvest of Despair on his
network, even though the 7 million Christian Ukrainians starved to death far outnumbered the
alleged Holocaust dead. (please see p.15,16)

Religious Values

In the New Testament Jews are referred to as "vipers" - and worse. "Ye are of your father, the
Devil" (John 8:44)

New York Tribune, (9/27/ 1891): "There must be some other cause than their religion which
makes these people [Jews] dreaded as permanent inhabitants by every country to which they
come."

Pope Gregory IX condemned the Talmud (a secret Jewish bible) as containing "every kind of
vileness and blasphemy against Christian doctrine." Pope Benedict XV warned in 1920 against
"the advent of a Universal Republic which is longed for by the worst elements of disorder." The
Universal Republic = League of Nations = the United Nations. (Jews still honour the Talmud
today, and the U.N. Building stands proudly in New York City.)

"We intend to remake the Gentiles - what the Communists are doing in Russia." (Rabbi Lewish
Brown in "How Odd of God", New York, 1924.
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A favourite Christian maxim is: Forgive your enemies." The Jewish equivalent is: "Never
forget! Never forgive!"

G. Gordon Liddy: "Thou shalt not kill" is a mistranslation of Hebrew "Thou shalt not do
murder" (unjustifiable homicide).

"Do not let the forces of evil take over to make this a Christian America." Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum [Jew], 11/6/ 86

"Evil", huh? Speaking of evil, why is it that all (mythical) vampires shun and hate the Cross?
They react much like Jews do if a Christian prayer is uttered in school.

Educational Values

1983: The IRS wants to remove the tax exempt status of private schools that do not obey "public
policy", even if obeying that policy violates fundamental religious beliefs. This economic act of
terrorism initiated against Bob Jones University because that school forbids inter-racial dating.

Such dating will lead to race-mixing, a sin clearly forbidden in Joshua 23:12,13; Ezra 9:12,
10:10, 11.

Tennessee teacher Murray Nelson objected to a legal victory by Christian fundamentalist
parents who wanted to pull their own children from classes they sincerely consider offensive:
His fear:

"The development of Marxist thought and systems of economics would be off limits." (10/31/86
USA Today)

Re-writing history: A crucial phrase has been deleted from the Jefferson Memorial in Washing-
ton. The memorial quotes: "Nothing is more certain than that these people [slaves] are to be free.
Establish the law for educating the common people." What Jefferson actually wrote was:
"Nothing is more certain than that these people are to be free. Nor is it less certain that the two
races, equally free. cannot live in the same  government..." That statement is in his autobiogra-
phy, available for examination by those who care about accuracy.

Petitions: A way to overcome the secret ballot, particularly effective in schools where peer
pressure is overwhelming.

Suppression: The Institute of Historical Review has proven beyond reasonable doubt that Jews
instigated U.S. involvement in WW I, WW II, and that the "Holocaust" is for the most part a
gigantic hoax. The IHR was firebombed and ransacked on the 4th of July, 1984, culminating a
terrorist campaign that included death threats, computer sabotage, demonstrations by wailing
Jews, assaults on IHR members, and gunshots at office windows. The FBI never made any
arrests in this case.

Still more suppression: When the TV series "Race and Reason" was aired on cable in Pocatello,
Idaho, a local NAACP leader ominously stated that now "local folks know who and where the
White racists are." The show was followed by an "educational" program on prejudice starring
Bill Cosby. (9/17/86 USA Today)

The 1987 British Encyclopaedia says not a single word about Israel's Act of War when it
attacked the U.S.S. Liberty.

The American Jewish National Executive Council lists fighting extremism and anti-Semitism
as its two top priorities in 1987. They propose intensified education on the benefits of racial
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pluralism (apparently too many dumb Whites still haven't learned to love the Kosher Melting
Pot), and specific legislation against "hate crimes". The OSI - see p.6 - is in place and eager to
do its part. Jews are wailing particularly loudly about neo-Nazi groups organizing among
struggling farmers in the Midwest.

In mid-1987 the NEA came out strongly against Judge Bork's nomination to the Supreme Court.
"He is...too conservative on race..." according to teacher Jane Stern [Jew]. The NEA also
opposed discrimination against AIDS-infected teachers, meaningful competency teacher certi-
fication tests, and one official American language (a racist plot against minorities). It endorsed
reconstruction aid for Communist Nicaragua and a gay rights march in Washington. (AP)

In May, 1986, Yale University was preparing for a "gay" symposium of lectures, poetry,
readings and films. At the same time Wayne Dick was put on two years probation for dissemi-
nating anti- gay information at Yale. This is freedom of speech as practiced by ZOG.

(1/12/86, Newsweek) A Japanese educator explained why their students consistently score
higher. One factor he briefly mentioned was that Japanese education was easier by not having
the "ethnic, linguistic, religious, and racial diversity that Americans are so proud of [italics added]

If you are 'proud' of it, you are not an American. A Seattle School District internal report noted
that White enrolment in Seattle dropped 50% between 1976 and 1985. Only 40% of White
students born in Seattle will attend public school there. "White Flight" is suspected. Despite its
educational value, only 50 copies of this report were printed, and its distribution was carefully
monitored.

In glaring contrast, Holocaust stories are printed and promoted incessantly. Why? Because of
the money involved, some call it Shoah Biz (Shoah = Holocaust in Hebrew). Others think its a
bloodless expression of masochistic wish-fulfilment by Jews for the monstrous crimes their race
has committed against other peoples (such as instigating World Wars I and II). Or it may simply
be "The Guilt Ploy". In 1979, Journalist S.E.D. Brown of South Africa stated: "The holocaust
instils a guilt complex in those said to be guilty and spreads the demoralization, degeneration,
and eventually the destruction of the natural elite among a people [another form of regicide].
This transfers effective political control to the lowest elements who will kowtow to the Jews.
"

Warning Signs of Political Control

"There is only one Power which really counts: The Power of Political Pressure. We Jews are the
most powerful people on Earth, because we have this power, and we know how to apply it."
(Jewish Daily Bulletin, 7/27/1935)

WWI: In 1917 Woodrow Wilson favoured a proposed treaty with Czarist Russia, which under
Nicholas H was strongly anti-Semitic. "No sooner was the President's statement made... than a
Jewish deputation came down from New York and in two days "fixed" the two houses [of
Congress] so that the President had to renounce the idea." As recorded by Sir Harold Spring-
Rice, former British Ambassador to the U.S.

After the Bolshevik Revolution, however, America's Jews did everything possible to support
Communist Russia.

Wilson, and later Franklin Roosevelt, were controlled by Zionists. FDR's wife, Eleanor, was
world-famous for her Bolshevik sympathies. Such non- Jewish VIPs are puppets, which ZOG
finds useful because when the crowd finally gets fed up and starts getting surly, their anger is
directed at the puppets- not the Hidden Hand manipulating them.
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Somewhere around 99% of Whites allowed to hold high political positions are puppets of ZOG.
"Puppet" is perhaps the kindest term that can be given to such creatures. White patriots consider
them race-traitors and sewer scum. ZOG considers them lick-spittle dogs, or sewer scum.

Because these puppets look and talk just like human beings, they are hard to recognize. Their
subservience to Zionism becomes evident only in deeds, the ultimate gesture of which is to don
a yarmulke and kiss the Wailing Wall as George Bush loves to do. Mike Dukakis' wife and his
presidential campaign manager (Susan Estrich) are both Jews.

Countless American politicians who refused to become puppets have been targeted by Zionists
for defeat including Congressmen Findley and McClosky, Senators Joe McCarthy and Charles
Percy, presidential aspirants John Connally and Jesse Jackson, and even presidents themselves.
"President Ford [made] known his displeasure with Israel - something he was to regret the
following year [1976]." (C.C. O'Brien, The Siege)

"I spent weeks on the Hill testifying about the Pueblo in the most detail [1 U.S. sailor killed],
but nothing like that's ever been done for the Liberty. The difference in the way these two events
were handled is mind-boggling... I think that those 34 men who were killed on the Liberty were
killed deliberately...in a preconceived operation." (Congressional testimony of Admiral Thomas
Moorer, former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The F-14 Tomcat is named after him.)

So far along this path we've discovered a wealth of evidence pointing to an alien power in
America - and the Western World for that matter. Some Whites are fighting it. Shots have even
been fired, as when farmers resist having their land seized (remember Gordon Kahl?), or when
White patriots defend their homeland (remember J.R. Hager at the Mexican border?). The astute
reader may have noticed a Jewish presence pervading the evidence. Is this article just a
sixteen-page anti-Semitic diatribe? Is it merely the latest incident of a smear campaign against
Judea dating back...

Come to think of it, just how long have people detested Jews, and why do they feel that way?

The Jews

"There is hardly any place on the whole of the earth which is not dominated by the Jews." Stated
in "Geographica," by Starbo (63-21 B.C.) Greek geographer in the time of Christ.

Tiberius expelled the Jews from Rome's capitol in 19 A.D
.
Claudius, Roman Emperor, as recorded in "Epistolae": [Jews were] fomenting a general plague
on the whole world"

"[Jews] ate the English nation to its bones." John Speed, 17th Century British historian, in
Historie of Great Britain.

Edward I, 13th Century King of England, expelled all Jews from his realm in 1290, France
booted them out in 1306.

Isabel and Fernando, 15th Century Spanish monarchs, expelled Jews from Spain the same year
Columbus discovered the New World. One reason was Jewish collaboration with the dark
skinned Moors in attacks on Christian Whites. (as reported in "El nino onocente de la Guardia",
by Lope de Vega y Carpio)
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Florence expelled the Jews in 1495, Portugal in 1496. Ferdinand I, 16th Century Holy Roman
emperor, expelled Jews from Austria in 1541 as "dangerous" and "evil" people who had
committed espionage for invading Turk armies.

Czar Peter the Great: "[The Jews] are crooks and swindlers."

Maria Theresa, 18th Century empress of Austria-Hungary, expelled Jews from Prague in 1745
because of usury and "activities that honourable men shun."

Thomas Jefferson, President, as quoted by Daniel Boorstin in The Americans: "Dispersed as the
Jews are, they still form one nation, foreign to the land they live in.”

Napoleon Bonaparte: "The Jews are the master robbers of the modern age"; also: "They are the
carrion birds of humanity... [The Jews] are a state within a state. They are certainly not real
citizens... The evils of Jews do not stem from individuals but from the fundamental nature of
these people." Stated in "Reflections" and speeches before the council of State on April 30 and
May 7, 1806.

Nikolai I, Tsar of Russia from 1825 to 1855 wrote in his diaries: "The ruin of the peasants in
these provinces are the Zhids ["kikes"]. They are full-fledged leeches sucking up these unfortu-
nate provinces to the point of exhaustion."

His advisor, K. Pobedonostev: "The Jews... are at the root of regicide, they own the periodical
press, they have in their hands the financial markets, the people as a whole fall into financial
slavery to them..." (The Siege, p.38)

Voltaire, in God and His Men: "The Jews are the most hateful and the most shameful of the
small nations."

General Ulysses S. Grant: "The Jews, as a class, violating every regulation of trade established
by the Treasury Department... are hereby expelled from the [military zone controlled by Grant's
armies]." General Order II. 12/17/1862

"The Jew continues to monopolize money, and he loosens or strangles the throat of the state with
the loosening or strengthening of his purse strings... He has empowered himself with the engines
of the press, which he uses to batter at the foundations of society. He is at the bottom of... every
enterprise that will demolish first of all thrones, afterwards the alter, afterwards civil law."
Hungarian composer Franz Liszt (1811-1886) in "Die Israeliten".

"Three hundred men, all acquainted with each other, control the economic destiny of the
Continent." Walter Rathenau [Jew], in Neue Freie Presse (Dec. 1909). He also stated in the
German newspaper Die Zukunft (3/6/ 1897): "[Jews are] not a living limb of the people, but an
alien organism in its body.

Bertrand Russell: "Bolshevism is... composed of Americanized Jews." (Letter to Lady Ottoline
Morrell, 1920)

Of the 25 leading Bolshevik officials in Russia's Revolution, 24 were Jewish. This includes
Trotsky, whose name was Bronstien when he lived in New York City. The 25th, Lenin himself,
was part-Jewish and married to a Jewess. (3/ 6/20 Documentation Catholique, France)

Winston Churchill: "In violent opposition... rise the schemes of the International Jews. The
adherents of this sinister confederacy [are working for] the overthrow of civilization and the
reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested development, of envious malevolence, and
impossible equality. It played... a definitely recognizable part in the tragedy of the French
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Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every subversive movement in the Nineteenth
Century. (Illustrated Sunday Herald, 2/8/20)

George Bernard Shaw, 12/3/25 London Morning Post: "This is the real enemy, the invader from
the East... the oriental parasite; in a word the Jew."

In his book Gulag Archipelago Alexander Solzhenitsyn revealed that Stalin preferred Jewish
thugs for running his security forces and concentration camps. The Soviet NKVD was a killing
machine that consumed twenty million Soviet Christians. It was first headed by Henry Yagoda
- Jew. He was liquidated in 1937, after which Yezhov (Jew) took over. After him came Beria,
who looked extremely Jewish but claimed he wasn't. (Name-changings common among Jews.
Witness Hollywood Jews like Kirk Douglas- arid Tony Curtis). Referring to the millions of
Christians killed in Soviet concentration camps run by Jews, Solzhenitsyn asked: "Who will
count these millions? They died unknown, casting only in their immediate vicinity a light like a
candle." He also revealed that a Turkish-born Jew - Naftaly Frankel - was in charge of building
the Balomar Canal, which cost 180,000 Christian lives.

Charles Lindbergh: "[The Jews'] greatest danger to this country lies in their large ownership and
influence in our motion pictures, our press, our radio and our government." (Speech at Des
Moines, Iowa, 9/11/41)

James Forrestal, former Secretary of Defence (a modern aircraft carrier is named after him)
drew on long experience in government and Wall Street to prove that Jews caused WW II. For
his patriotism he was vilified by the press and driven to suicide. This is another form of regicide.

"Root of regicide, master robbers, sinister, carrion birds of humanity, hateful, oriental slavers,
puppeteers, plague, revolutionaries, subversives..." Harsh words, especially since these are
references to a whole "race", not isolated individuals. Jewish reaction to such accusations was
expressed by former Israeli prime minister (and ex-terrorist leader) Begin. "We don't care what
the goyim think!
"
"Goyim" is a derisive Jewish term for Gentiles. It translates roughly into "human cattle", to be
milked or slaughtered at will.

Either Jews are victims of the world's longest smear campaign, or somewhere in those com-
ments maybe an explanation for recurring anti-Semitism century after century, country after
country. Other labels were: "Alien invaders, leeches, parasites..." Whoa!

Parasites?

A harsh word indeed - but such a racial trait would explain the fervent repugnance individuals
and whole nations have felt for the self-described Chosen People. Its one thing to compete in
the production of wealth; its something else entirely to live off a producer's efforts, giving
nothing in return and even biting a benefactor's helping hand - or throat. If a society can be
compared to a living organism, then any parasites within the organism would not be contributing
to its lifeblood - they would be siphoning it away!

Even genuine Jewish contributions to any victimized society need to be viewed in a new light,
for who can say how many non-Jews were sidetracked or killed when they otherwise might have
made grand contributions to civilization? How many White equivalents to Jonas Salk (polio
vaccine) or Einstein were suppressed by Jewish manipulation before the genius could flower, or
the world see it? How many White men of action and honour were lost in WW I and II - wars
White America strongly opposed - leaving our surviving population over-represented by "Jody"
types of SOAP, and Corporal Klingers of MASH?
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Parasitism exists in many forms, but the ultimate analogy is a vampire drawing blood from its
mesmerized victim. That's easily pictured thanks to horror movies like those starring Bela
Lagousi (a Jew, incidentally, who wore a prominent Star of David in his most famous film -
Dracula). Of course we all know vampires are imaginary, which brings us back to that wild
claim of ZOG here in the United States.

"Wild" claim? Theodore Herzl, founder of modern Zionism, said: "[The world] forgets, in its
ignorance and narrowness of heart, that when we sink, we become a revolutionary proletariat,
the subordinate officers of the revolutionary party, when we rise, there rises also the terrible
power of the purse." (The Jewish State, New York, 1917)

Yes, "the world forgets", especially when information - current and historical - is filtered and
controlled. How many White Americans know, for instance, that 75% of Jews openly admit
their devotion to Israel supersedes their allegiance to the United States? (American Jewish
Committee poll, 1982)

So perhaps America does suffer from a Zionist presence forcing its will on the rest of us
(Occupation), but is it actually forceful enough to qualify as a Government?

ZOG's Power in the Media

Lawrence Tisch controls of CBS, Inc., and William Paley is its president. Martin Rubinstein
now heads PBS. President of National Public Radio is Frank Mankiewicz. Barry Dillar presently
heads Fox, Inc. Jews are thick as thieves in Ted Turner's network. Leonard Goldenson heads
ABC, his right hand man is Paul Friedman. Brandon Tartikoff is head of NBC  Entertainment,
president of NBC News is Lawrence Grossman. Past network news department heads were
Julian Goodman, Richard Wald, and Reuven Frank (NBC), Richard Salant (CBS), Avram
Westin (ABC). Other TV VIPs were Fred Silverman, Howard Grossman, Herbert Schlosser,
Fred Friendly, David Sarnoff and son Robert.

The statistical chance of Jews (approximately 3% of America's population) controlling all four
major networks (including PBS), Public Radio and Fox Network in this land of equal opportu-
nity is 1 in 50,000,000,000.

Past and present Jewish "news" casters: Martin Agronsky, Herbert Kaplow, Carl Stun, Daniel
Schorr, Edwin Newman, Marvin and Bernard Kalb, Iriving R. Levine, Walter Winchell, Barbara
Walters, Ann Rubenstein, Morley Safer, Mike Wallace, Louis Rukeyser, Dan Dorfman, Myron
Kandell. Connie Chung is married to Maury Povich [Jew]. His sister is senior editor at
Newsweek, owend by Katherine Graham [Jew]. Even Giraldo Riviera is half-Jewish.

Roger Rosenblatt is a special case. He writes for TIME, but also occasionally gets a national
forum on the MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour (produced by Lester Crystal, Jew) to expound on
matters dear to Zionist hearts, like a Final Solution for South Africa's Whites.

Rick Kaplan [Jew] produces a Nightline, starring Ted Kopple [Jew]. Kaplan admits Israel is
over-represented on the program. He also says "we don't want to do too many shows with the
PLO."

Remember: PLO guys are loathsome "terrorists"; African National Congress gorillas are merely
"guerrillas"; and Begin, Shamir, and Sharon are swell fellows.

John Kluge heads Metro-Media, and may be America's second richest man.

CBS publishes Woman's Day. TV Guide is owned by Walter Annenberg, who also owns
Seventeen. Leonard Stern owns the Village Voice, (and 75% of the U.S. pet food business).
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Leon Bostein is CEO of Harpers, Gloria Steinem started Ms. Magazine. In 1976, David
Goodstein owned Advocate, which mostly advocated homosexuality. Goodstein feels "gays,
blacks, and Jews are the most interesting people in the world." Al Goldstein heads Screw, a sex
sewerage periodical. All are Jews.

Commentary editor Norman Podhoretz [Jew]: "The role of Jews who write in both the Jewish
and [American] general press is to defend Israel."

New Republic editor-in-chief Martin Peretz [Jew]: "Much of what you have read about the war
in Lebanon - and even more of what you have seen and heard on television - is simply not true."
[Is the same thing remotely possible about media reporting in general?] He also felt that anyone
in the media who criticized Israel's action in the Lebanon War was betraying "the interests of
the United States and indeed... the values of Western  civilization as a whole." ZOG's campaign
against Nicaragua is explained by New Republic's associate editor Jefferson Morley: "A friend
of my enemy is my enemy." (Mother Jones, 2/87) Nicaragua sympathizes with the PLO.

Mortimer Zuckerman [Jew] owns Atlantic Monthly. "He would hate for the magazine to be
hostile to Israel," says editor William Whitsworth. Zuckerman also owns U.S. News and World
Report. His Jewish reporter Nick Daniloff was briefly held by the Soviets until ZOG sprung a
real Soviet spy for Daniloff and a wailing Russian Jew [aka "refusnik"].

Daniloff claims he was framed by the KGB. That's the same outfit whose evidence OSI uses
unhesitatingly to convict Americans of alleged WW II crimes against Jews.

U.S. News executive editor was Marvin Stone (now David Gergen). TIME's managing editor is
Henry Grunwald. Katherine Graham owns Newsweek and the Washington Post. All Jews.

In 1976 The [Jew] Newhouse Media chain owned 6 TV and 4 radio stations, 20 cable TV
systems, 22 daily newspapers including Cleveland New Dealer, New Orleans Times-Picayune,
Portland Oregonian, Vogue, House and Garden, Mademoiselle.

1986: The Sulzberger family owns the New York Times. Max Frankel, Arthur Celb, Jack
Rosenthal, and Leslie Celb are the top editors. All Jews. Strangely enough, the ACLU is not
suing that paper for employment discrimination against non-Jews.

Warren Phillips is chairman of Dow Jones & Co., which owns the Wall Street Journal. He was
born a Jew, as was Bill Kovach, top editor of the Atlanta Constitution-Journal.

Jewish columnists: Georgie Ann Ceyer, Joseph Kraft, Midge Decter, Irving Kristol, William
Safire, Art Buchwald, Dear Abby, David Broder, Ben Wattenberg, Emma Bombeck, Herb
Caen, and Susan Sontag - who considers Whites "the cancer of history".

Certainly a surprisingly-harsh analogy for a Jew to choose considering her own race's track
record as chronicled in these pages, and a strange one considering Jewish hostility to apartheid
- an easy cure for racial "cancer". (A cancer cannot survive apart from its host organism)

ZOG's Economic Power

Egard Bronfman is "quite possibly the richest Jew in the world!" (1/25/ 81, Jerusalem Post). He
owns Joseph E. Seagrams Distillers which made mind- boggling fortunes by shipping beer and
spirits into the U.S. from Canada during Prohibition. The Bronfmans also own 20% of Du Pont.
Ed is President of the World Jewish Congress.

Barry Dinar is possibly America's richest Jew (if John Kluge isn't). He controlled Paramount
pictures, Simon and Shuster (the largest U.S. book publisher), a huge chain of movie theatres,
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Sega Video Games, and Madison Square Garden. The World Boxing Conference is headed by
Joe Sulaiman. Top Rank, Inc., is headed by Bob Arum. Both are Jews. Many of their fight
programs take place in Jewish-owned Caesar's Palace.

Gerald Greenwald [Jew] is president of Chrysler Corp. John Richman controls Kraft Foods,
Parkay Margarine, Tupperware, and Duracell. Estee Lauder Lauder owns a cosmetics company
of the same name, Ron Perelman owns Revlon. Marvin Davis is former owner of Twentieth
Century Fox. James Goldsmith [English Jew] owns Crown Zellerbach Diamond Paper Compa-
ny. Alfred Taubman owns A & W, plus whole shopping malls nation-wide. Chairman of
Occidental Oil - Armand Hammer (a friend of Russia). All Jews. Phillip Morris Tobacco
Company is completely controlled by Jews. R.J. Reynolds controls tobacco interests, Del Monte
Foods, and Aminoil Oil. In 1982 its chairman was J. Paul Sticht [Jew]. The Crown family [Jews]
own over 20% of General Dynamics. The company's president is David Lewis [Jew].

Most of the Free World's grain is controlled by the Fribourgs, Dreyfus and Hersch
families — all Jewish.

Grain merchants: Five companies control the Free World's grain. Of these the Fribourgs own
Continental Grain, the Louis Dreyfus family owns a second, and the Hersch family controls a
third (Bunge Company). All three families are Jewish, or of Jewish ancestry. In the Great Grain
Robbery of 1971-'72 Henry Kissinger [Jew] was at the heart of secret dealings that gave Russia
U.S. grain at bargain prices and from which American farmers received little profit. (Merchants
of Grain, by Dan Morgan, pp 31, 39, 157)

All high-quality diamonds entering the U.S. pass through a diamond centre in New York City.
It is totally controlled by Jews. South Africa's Oppenheimer family control the world's largest
diamond company, and Anglo-American, the world's largest gold mining company.

Five men meet in London twice daily and decide the world price of gold. They represent
Mocatta & Goldsmid, Sharps, Pixley Ltd., Samuel Montagu Ltd., Mase Wespac Ltd. and M.
Rothschild & Sons. (12/29/86, LA Times-Wash. Post)

The Raiders of Wall Street, by Eric Allison names America's master robbers whose greed is
costing us all. Included are Sir James Goldsmith, Irwin Jacobs, Carl Icahn, Victor Posner, Asher
Edelman, and Saul Steinberg. Not named were Ivan Boesky, Marvin Davis, Ron Perelman, the
Pritzker brothers and Belzberg brothers Fred Wasseman (health care), Kohlberg and Kravis,
Samuel Heyman, and the Haft family (Dart Group). All Jews.

IVAN BOESKY

The 1986-87 insider trading scandal was an almost Jew-only affair. Besides Boesky and Dennis
Levine, Carl Icahn was possibly involved (owns TWA), plus Davis Brown, Daniel Silverman,
Robert Wilkis, Michael David; Morton Shapiro, Martin Siegel, Robert Salsbury, Andrew
Soloman, and Michael Milken (junk bond "genius").

Investment Banks deal in stocks, bonds, international currency, and raising funds for corporate
raiders. The biggest are Kuhn, Loeb and Co., First Boston, Rothschild Bank, Lehman Brothers,
Lazard Freres, Goldman, Sachs & Co., and Saloman Brothers. All are family controlled by
Jews. Drexel Burnham Investment Bank is headed by Jack Kugler, its East coast operations by
Fred Joseph, West coast by Milken. All Jews.

International banks barely acknowledge national boundaries. The Rockefeller's of Chase-Man-
hattan are reportedly descended from Mariano. Jews - Portuguese Jews who professed conver-
sion to Catholicism to escape the Inquisition. Abraham Feinberg [Jew] was chairman of
American Bank and Trust Company, and was lobbyist-consultant to Presidents Kennedy and
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Johnson. In the mid-'70s many international banks had huge loans to Panama, which was on the
verge of financial collapse. Sol Linowitz of Marine-Midland Bank negotiated the Panama Canal
giveaway, thereby freeing Canal revenues for Panama to pay its bank debts. (The Truth About
the Panama Canal, by Denison Kitchel.)

Even the largest American banks ultimately depend on the Federal Reserve Bank for their credit
and bailouts. Paul Warburg engineered establishment of "our" Federal Reserve Bank. He was
sent over by Kuhn, Loeb & Co. to set it up, just in time to raise the enormous funds needed for
WW I. Arthur Burns headed the Fed for many years. In 1987 Alan Greenspan was chosen to
head it. All the above names are Jewish.

FDIC Chairman (1987) was L. William Seidman [Jew]. His predecessor was William Issac [Jew].

Ernst Stern [Jew] is second-in-command of the World Bank.

Of six crucial areas explored in our search for the Land of the ZOG, Media (information) and
Economics (income) are most important. The remaining four depend heavily on who has power
over the Press and Purse. Nevertheless, to maximize its own security and parasitic "government"
would apply pressure at all choke points of its host society.

ZOG Race Manipulators

"Colonel" House, Woodrow Wilson's alter ego during the war years, was of Jewish descent. The
Versailles Conference concluding World War I's White bloodbath, which America entered
through Zionist manipulations, was known as the "Kosher Conference" because of the amazing
preponderance and awesome influence of its Jewish participants. This kosher crowd also
hatched the League of Nations, predecessor to the United Nations, predecessor to a One World
Government.

During WW II's White bloodbath, Franklin Roosevelt delegated authority to Harry Dexter
White, Benjamin Cohen, Sol Bloom, Emanual Celler, Isador Lumin, Anna Rosenberg, Henry
Morganthau, etc.,. The Morganthal Plan proposed Shutting down German industry forever
("pastoralization"). Roosevelt was also closely advised by Felix Frankfurter. All were Jews.

Three of the NAACP's four original organizers were Jews. (They Dare to Speak Out, by Paul
Findley.) Kevie Kaplan [Jew] was long-tune president of the NAACP. He was the third Jew in
succession to head that Black organization which has been so instrumental in the destruction of
White society. Such positions means control of Black masses and also control of confiscated
White financial recourses (aka. tax funds) flowing into it.

1987: "Our" (???) State Department agreed to accept 26,000 refugees annually from Cuba, and
36,500 from Southeast Asia. This is demographic manipulation by fiat. How many White
Americans would vote for "Open Borders" in an open referendum? Then why don't we have
one, and prove it once and for all?

Former House Speaker Tip O'Neill (puppet) stubbornly delayed legislation that would have
limited immigration reform. Aliens in the tens of millions made use of the time and opportuni-
ties he provided them, with a cost to Whites beyond measure. One example: AIDS. The people
most heavily infected with AIDS are immigrant Blacks (Haitians and Africans). Jimmy Carter's
open arms to Cubans in the Mariel Boatlift brought us another treasure trove of AIDS carriers.
Many of these creatures were prisoners, homosexuals, or veterans of Cuba's military escapades
in Africa where AIDS was already rampant but unreported. From these immigrant communities
the virus spread among dope addicts, queers, prostitutes, then to mainstream America. Coming
to your neighbourhood soon.
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The ACLU vigorously defends the rights of infected queers and criminals of all sorts in its
efforts to bring justice (???) to this land: ZOG justice!

ZOG infesting the American judicial Process

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) was formed in 1920 primarily to defend Commu-
nists and troublesome aliens [i.e., wailing Jews]. Source: The ACLU on Trial, by William
Mcllhany II (p.124). It specializes in court actions to defy the Majority's will and thereby
effectuate Minority Rule. Strong Zionist links should be suspected because the ACLU is a
confederation of parasites (lawyers). Suspicions should be heightened by the fact that Supreme
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter was one of its founders. He defended Communists in the 1920's
Red Scare, assisted arch-Zionist Louis Bradeis, and provided free legal counsel to the NAACP.
Suspicions of Zionist links are confirmed by the preponderance of Jewish names appearing in
ACLU cases, and in its leadership positions: Ira Glasser is president, Norman Dorsen executive
director and Jerry Berman Chief Counsel. All are Jews.

Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis (1856-1941) was "Leader of American Zionists",
according to C.C. O'Brien in The Siege. Brandeis said: "Jews are a distinct nationality of which
every Jew, whatever his country, his station or his shade of belief, is necessarily a member."
(Letter to Eastern Council of the Central Conference of Reform Rabbis, 6/8/15)

He originated the novelty of allowing new evidence to be introduced at the Supreme Court level
(Brandeis briefs).

In Shelly v. Kraemer (1948) the Supreme Court ruled racial housing covenants unconstitutional.
Lawyers involved in this landmark case were Alan Brown and Ben Safir of the American Jewish
Congress, Ernest Goodman of the National Lawyer's Guild, Julius Goldstein of the Anti-Nazi
League, Mozart Ratner, Lee Pressman, David Rein, Victor Rabinovitz, John Abt, Leonard
Boudin, Isadore Katz, Sari Rothbard, M.H. Goldstein, Dave Scribner, Matt Silverman, Iry
Panzer, Harty Weinstock, Ralph Hellstein, Dick Soloman... and many, many, many more.

In Brown v. Board of Education (1954) the Supreme Court ruled school segregation illegal:
Among many Jews aiding the plaintiff were Philip Elman and Justice Felix Frankfurter.

With blatant disregard for judicial neutrality, Frankfurter discussed strategy and progress with
Elman, and told him how other justices felt. (AP, 3/23/87)

Stanley Levison [Jew] was "the most important unknown advisor Martin Luther King and
Andrew Young .ever had", said Young in a Sept. 1985 obituary. Some SOLC members resented
his vast influence in Black affairs, and the FBI (under Hoover) tagged Levison as a Communist.
Now Jews vilify Hoover.

Jack Greenberg was long-time head of the NAACP Legal Defence Fund. Greenberg was neither
Black nor White: He was a Jew.

In 1987, four Senators were designated to carefully review all Reagan appointees to federal
judgeships. They included one Jew (Metzenbaum) and three Zionist puppets (Kennedy, Biden,
Simon). 3% of America's population will have 100% control of the selection process.

The two principle Senate-appointed lawyers investigating the 1987 Iran-Contra Affair were Art
Lyman and Mark Belnik [Jews], probably because Israel's involvement and profits had to be
covered up regarding both guns and drugs.

The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) is a Jewish organization that uses quasi-legal measures to
promote Zionist interests and suppress resistance to ZOG. This strategy includes court actions
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like the ACLU, plus mass pressure tactics such as boycotts and organized call-ins, plus
individual pressure tactics such as brain-washing (otherwise known as "sensitivity training"),
political pressure, disinformation, lies, etc. ADL official Hyman Hays said on 2/1/50: "You can
call these tactics anything you want to. You can even say smear. We prefer to say "education".

Or more accurately "kosher education". The Anti-Defamation League was so alarmed about a
book warning of the submergence of Whites in the American Melting Pot ("Conquest of a
Continent", M. Grant, 1933) that it urged newspapers and periodicals not to review or otherwise
publicize the book because - as Richard E. Gutstadt [Jew] said: "We are interested in stifling the
sale of this book." Photocopies verifying this blatant act of intellectual suppression still exist.

Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman [Jew] introduced a bill that established the Office of Special Investi-
gation (OSI). When anti-Semitism becomes a capital crime as in Russia, this little-known
agency will balloon and supplant the FBI as ZOG's major tool for eliminating patriots. Neal Sher
[Jew] heads this American equivalent of Stalin's infamous NKVD. Its staff is rife with Jews [as
was the NKVD's].

The Jewish Defence League (JDL) and Jewish Defence Organization (JDO) are street justice
counterparts to the ADL. JDL founder Meir Kahane proudly proclaimed after one act of
terrorism: "There are two types of justice - criminal justice and Jewish justice." Jews administer
both types, just to cover all the bases and cases. What else are they administering?

ZOG Administering American Culture & Entertainment

Joseph R. Shapiro [Jew] was founder and past president of Chicago's Must urn of Contemporary
Art. He asked: "Can the art of the Jew survive in America?... The taste-makers, art dealers,
museum officials, directors, curators, university department heads, collectors and critics are
predominantly Jewish. In art, the Gentile is definitely a minority class. Indeed, we should
rephrase our question... to "Can Culture in America survive without the Jews?" (1977 confer-
ence at the Chicago Jewish Community Forum).

Please note how "the art of the Jew" is blithely equated to American Culture, pure and simple.

Jewish influence in Tinsil Town: Tony Curtis aka Bernie Shwartz, wife Janet Leigh, daughter
Jamie Leigh Curtis, Kirk Douglas aka Isadore Demsky, Kirk's 6 sons, Charles Bronson, Jill St.
John aka Jill Oppenheim, Cary Grant aka Larry Leach, Lorne Green aka Chaim Leibowitz (the
Voice of Canada during WW II), Michael Landon, Tony Randall aka Sidney Rosenberg,
Richard Gere, Peter Falk, Dustin Hoffman, Henry Winkler, Richard Dreyfuss, Jack Klugman,
Cloris Leachman, Paul Newman, Debra Winger, George Segal, Martin Balsam, Ed Asner, Joan
Collins, Amy Irving, Robby Benson, Sharon Gless, William Shatner, Mr. Spock, Rod Steiger,
Richard Benjamin, Ellen Burnstyn, Sid Ceaser, Carl Reiner and son Rob Reiner, James Caan,
Madeleine Kahn, Gene Wilder, Colonel Hogan and Colonel Klink, Don Adams, Barbara
Feldon, Bill Dana, Eli Wallach, Michelle Lee, Elliot Gould. Gabriel Kaplan, Carrie
Fisher,Goldie Hawn, Dyan Cannon aka Semille Friesen, Walter Mathau, Penny Marshall, Jane
Seymore, Jeff Goldblum, and Albert Brooks.

Singers: Barbara Striesand, Andy Williams, Bette Midler, Simon and Garfunkle, Barry
Manilow, Neil Diamond, Steve Lawrence and Edie Gorme, and Bob Dylan (a "world citizen.").

Classical music: Gentiles created it, but Jewish names now predominate in orchestras and
recordings, including Vladimir Horowitz, Issac Stern, Leonard Bernstein, etc.

Comics: Rodney Dangerfield, Jerry Lewis, Billy Crystal, Jon Lovitz, David Steinberg, Don
Rickles, Allan Funt, Richard Dawson, Roseanne Barr, Eugene Levy, Harold Ramis, Woody
Allen, Buddy Hackett, George Burns, Milton Berle, David Brenner, Mel Brooks, Pee Wee
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Herman, Sid Caesar, Jerry Seinfeld, Jackie Mason, Howard Cosell, Mort Sahl, Howie Mandel,
Robert Klein, Jack Benny, Peter Sellers, Marty Feldman, the Marx brothers, and the Three
Stooges.

Talk show hosts and regular guests: Mark Green, Joan Rivers, Mery Griffin, Rona Barrett aka
Rona Burn- stein, Sally Jessy Raphael, Erma Bombeck, Ruth Weistheimer, Dr. Joyce Brothers,
Carl Sagan, Larry King, Charley Rose, Sony Freidman (CNN).

According to the Jerusalem Post newspaper, U.S. movie producers and directors are mostly
Jews, and roughly 75% of the Writer's Guild are Jews. This includes Roman Polanski, Norman
Lear, Steven Spielberg, Jerry Weintraub, Sidney Lumet, Sydney Pollack, Stanley Kubrick,
Mike Nichols, and Elaine May, Barry Levinson, David Susskind, Norman Jewison, William
Friedkin, Aaron Spelling, John Frankenheimer, Manahem Golan, Yoram Globus, Peter Bogdo-
novich, Oliver Stone (Platoon, Salvadore), and Joe Sedelmaier (the "King of TV commercials").

CEO of Walt Disney Production is Michael Eisner, #3 man is Jeffry Katzenberg. Studio
spokesman is Irwin Okum. These men were brought in as part of the adjustments necessary to
survive after financial blackmail by corporate raiders Saul Steinberg and Irwin Jacobs. All five
are Jews.

Some Jewish studio magnates: Darryl Zanuck, Samuel Goldwyn, Louis Mayer, David Selznick,
the Warner brothers (Warner Communications), Lew Wasserman (Universal), David Begelman
(MGM), Marvin Davis (20th Century Fox).

Pop Music: Lew Wasserman owns industry colossus MCA records, Irving Azoff is its president
- he formerly ran MOTOWN. VP's at MCA include Jay Stein and Mr. Wertheimer. All are Jews.
CBS (Tisch) sold its vast record holdings to Sony. Roger Mayer [Jew] is president of (Ted)
Turner Entertainment Co. On Ted Turner's Night Tracks (WTBS, 2/ 13/87) the top 5 videos
were a Black sweep. Apparently Blacks (14% of the U.S. population) made all the best music -
but how much of those rave reviews had little to do with true talent and much to do with Jewish
hype and financial interests?

Book publishers: Simon and Shuster is the largest book publisher of all. It’s a division of
Jewish-controlled Gulf and Western which also owns Prentice- Hall. MCA (Lew Wasseman
again) owns G.P. Putnams; the Newhouse chain includes Random House, Vantage, and Ballan-
tine; CBS owns Fawcett and Popular Library, but sold Holt, Rinehart, and Winston to Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich - now America's largest publisher in the elementary and high school text
market. Jovanovich is a Jew, as is Robert Maxwell who in 1987 tried but failed to buy Harcourt.
He already owned 350 publications, including Britain's second largest news tabloid. President
of Macmillan in 1983 was Jerimiah Kaplan, editor-in-chief of Bantam was Mark Jaffe. Both are
Jews, as is the Haft family, which owns Crown Books.

In 1978 America's two major mail order book clubs were Book of the Month Club, founded by
Harry Schem an and currently directed by Al Silverman [both Jews]; and Literary Guild, run by
Rollene Saal, daughter of a Jewish dentist named Waterman. The USA's two major book
distributors (plus magazines and newspapers) are ARA Services and Ancorp National Services.
America's two major book wholesalers are Bookazine and Diamondstein. All six companies are
Jewish-controlled, as is the New York Times Book Review - crucial to new writers.

Writers include: Judith Krantz Issac Asimov, Frank Herbert, Herbert Bloch, Herman Wouk,
Norman Mailer, Eric Segal, Stephen King, Joseph Heller,Robert Heinlein, Gore Vidal, Leon
Uris,Erica Jong, James Mitchner, Sidney Sheldon, Jackie Collins, Saul Bellow, and six million
more.

Before retiring in 1987, Daniel Boorstin [Jew] headed the Library of Congress for 12 years.
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Religion

Rev. Jerry Falwell: "I am a Zionist." (1/27/85, Old Time Gospel Hour) (The ADL likes Jerry.)

Pat Robertson is an "unabashed pro-Israeli", according to Jack Anderson (his column, 3/7/88).

"The Jew is not satisfied with de- Christianizing, he Judasizes, he destroys Catholic or Protestant
faith, he provokes indifference, but he imposes his ideas of the world, of morals, and of life upon
those whose faith he ruins." (p.350, L'Antisemitise, by Bernard Lazare, a Jew)

"Some Call It Marxism - I Call It Judaism" (The American Bulletin, Rabbi S. Wise, 5/15/35)

The Prayer Room of the U.S. Capitol has two Jewish menorahs, but no Cross
.

Education

Albert Shanker is head of the American Federation of Teachers. Ann Kahn heads the PTA
(1987). Both are Jews.

Anthropologist Franz Boas [Jew] championed the "equalitarian" dogma in which all important
racial differences could be explained on the basis of nurture rather than nature (environment vs.
genes). Psychologist Henry Garret of Columbia University called Boas' theory the "Hoax of the
Century."

Steven Jay Gould [Jew] is a media-hyped anthropologist who got his own PBS special to hype
the view that all evidence of racial differences in intelligence is invalid. Opponents like
professors Arthur Jensen and William Shockley are harassed, belittled, and denied opportunities
for direct rebuttal (let alone a full hour on TV to discredit Gould).

Morris Abram [Jew] was long-time president of the United Negro College Fund. Like Green-
berg, Abram is not Black.

Barbara Tuchman [Jew] is America's best-known historian. Barb feels Germany's treatment of
Jews in WW II is the most important event of the century. She has little to say about Jewish
treatment of Palestinians.

Dr. Benjamin Spock [Jew] advocated "permissiveness" for children. This led to respectability
for drugs, homosexuality, and promiscuity - and hasn't all that turned out swell?

Sesame Street's creator was Joan Ganz Cooney [Jew].

Dr. Norman Cousins [Jew] is a medical professor at UCLA, and editor of the Saturday Review.
Norm's fondest hope for the future is a global government, because nations have no place in a
modern world. (Christian Science Monitor, 4/18/87)

College agitation: A 1967 survey of campus revolutionaries found Jews comprising approxi-
mately 63% in Chicago and Harvard, 83% at Berkeley, and 93% at the U. of Michigan.
("Twilight of the Young: The Radical movements of the Sixties and Their Legacy", by Klause
Mehnert, p.304) Three of four people killed in the Kent State riots were Jews.

Free speech on campus: Jews routinely suppress anti-Zionist events or speakers. Suggestion #8
is titled "Attempt to prevent" #10 is "Creative packaging", which suggests handing out biased
and false literature. (AIPAC College Guide, 1984)

ZOG Informal Government
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The Great Seal of the United States has a six-pointed star over the eagle (verify with any
one-dollar bill).

Bernard Baruch [Jew] was America's quasi-official dictator in WW I. He later told Congress: "I
probably had more power during the war than any other man in the war; doubtless that is true."
(The International Jew, commissioned by Henry Ford.)

Winston Churchill’s change of attitude toward Zionism between WW I and WW II was
purchased. Baruch and Henry Strakosch (another Jew) saved him from bankruptcy in the crash
of 1929. Some of President Harry Truman's 1946 remarks were reported by Henry Wallace, his
Secretary of Commerce: "Pres. Truman expressed himself as being very much "put out" with
the Jews. He said that "Jesus Christ couldn't please them when he was here on Earth, so how
could anyone expect that I would have any luck."

John Foster Dulles, Eisenhower's Secretary of State: "I am aware how almost impossible it is in
this country to carry out a foreign policy not approved by the Jews..." Also: "It is impossible to
hold the line, because we get no support from the Protestant elements in this country. All we get
is a battering from the Jews."

Jewish influence with recent presidents (Nixon): Henry Kissinger, James Schlesinger, Casper
Weinberger, William Safire, Leonard Garment, Arthur Burns. President Carter had Schlesinger,
Michael Blumenthal, Neil Goldschmidt (now governor of Oregon), Robert Strauss, Stuart
Eizenstat, Sol Linowitz (negotiated away the Panama Canal). Jews also headed the IRS, SEC,
FTC, GSA, Congressional Budget Office, and were notoriously over-represented in the National
Security Council

The man in charge of Panama when ZOG gave away our Canal was Omar Torrijos. His mother
was Jewish, and his sister graduated from a Jewish day school. All children of Jews are
considered Jews: After signing the treaty Torrijos flew to Israel -not America - for consultation
and congratulations.

Jewish influence with current presidents: Walter Anneberg, billionaire publisher (TV Guide,
etc.), is a close friend, confidant, and frequent host to Ronnie Reagan.

Senator J. William Fulbright said in 1973: "Israel controls the Senate... around 80 percent are
completely in support of Israel; anything Israel wants." Jewish influence in the House of
Representatives is even greater. (They Dare to Speak Out, Paul Findley, p.66) In other words,
the State of Israel has 80 Senators and hundreds of Representatives.

In 1987 Senators Inouye (D-Hi) and Kasten (R-Wisc.) intorduced a bill forgiving the half-
billion dollars in interest that Israel owes the U.S. To give credit where due, it should be noted
that a liberal Senator (Hatfield of Oregon) blew the whistle and temporarily scotched the bill.
ZOG moves in mysterious ways and the battle is surely not over (unlike Hatfield's career), but
with 76,000 American farmers wiped out in 1987 alone conditions were not ripe for Zionists to
heap more burdens on U.S. taxpayers' backs.

Influence at the political pal level: In 1988 Senator Inouye authorized US. tax dollars to educate
North African Jews as a favour for his pal, Zev Wolfson. Arizona Governor Ed Meachum got
into trouble because of his pal Barry Wolfson; Ed Meese because of his pal Robert Wallach. All
three pals were Jews.

Jewish influence at the congressional staff level: Nathan Voloshen and Martin Sweig were
assistants to former Speaker John McCormick. They were also accused of influence peddling.
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Jewish influence with presidential candidates: 11 out of Hubert Humphrey's top 11 campaign
contributors were Jews. In 1983 Jack Kemp described himself as "a de facto member of AIPAC."

AIPAC - the American-Israeli Public Affairs Committee - has 50,000 members and is by far the
most powerful lobby in Washington. Thomas Dine [Jew] runs this organization which in effect
reviews candidates seeking Jewish support. Dine is considered by many to be head of America's
Zionist Occupational Government (ZOG). His most famous remark: "We [Jews] are like an
elephant, we don't forget." He claims American Jews and their contributions defeated Charles
Percy in 1984. Ex-Senator Percy grumbled: "A U.S. Senator should have the same right as a
member of the Knesset... to disagree with any government when its actions may not be in the
United States' interest." (2/26/85 Wall Street Jrnl.) Sorry, Charlie.

For all its power, AIPAC is only at least 70 Jewish political action committees. Usually they
hide behind innocuous names like "Delaware Valley PAC", and "Desert Caucus".

Regarding Mossad agent Pollard's spying, Senator Danny Monyihan (D-NY), said "They've
offered us a very handsome apology. We can straighten this out in no time."

"[Israel's Mossad spy agency] has penetrations all through the U.S. Government. They do better
than the KGB" said a U.S. intelligence expert. "Mossad can go to any distinguished American
Jew and ask for help." So said an ex-CIA official. (9/3/79 Newsweek)

Any distinguished Jew? Think about that.

Richard Perle was Assistant Sec. of Defence for International Security Policy in mid-1980s.
Stephen Byren was a Deputy Assistant Secretary. He and Perle were responsible for overseeing
U.S. technology transfers - who gets it and who doesn't. At last report Byren was under
investigation for espionage on Israel's behalf. Perle is accused of accepting a $150,000 fee from
an Israeli armaments firm seeking U.S. Army contracts. Now former Navy Secretary Lehman
is under the Pengagon contracts cloud. All are Jews.

Union Politics: Samuel Gompers was once the most powerful labour leader in America. Jackie
Presser headed the Teamsters. Jerry Wurf heads the American Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees. All are Jews.

Fringe Politics: The American Communist Party was co-founded by Armand Hammer's father
and Gus Hall -both Jews. In 1986 several Lyndon LaRouche associates were rounded up for
among other things credit card fraud. They included Paul Goldstein, Jeffrey and Michelle
Steinberg, Michael Gelber, and Elliot Grenspan. All Jews.

International politics: "Our" (???) chief negotiator at the Geneva arms talks is Max Kampleman,
a Jewish WW H conscientious objector with Communist links. He's in charge of negotiating
away our security in return for getting wailing Jews out of Russia (as if real Russians don't want
to see them long gone anyway). Our (???) recent ambassador to Russia was Arthur Hartman,
Jew. During his tenure the new embassy building was found to be laced with electronic bugs,
yet he insisted it be used. Meanwhile Hartman let security at the old building become so sloppy
that KGB agents had free run of the place at night. Clayton Lonetree's attorney is William
Kunstler, a Jew.

ZOG Is Found!

So now we know about ZOG - do we? "You have not begun to appreciate the depth of our guilt.
We are intruders. We are subverters: We have taker your natural world, your ideals, your
destiny, and played havoc with them. IN( have brought discord and confusion ant frustration
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into [your] life. We are still doing it. Who knows what great an ( glorious destiny might have
been yours i we had left you alone?" So said Marcus Eli Ravage. (Century Magazine, 2/1928

Evidence presented in the pre ceding pages point overwhelmingly to Zionist Occupational
Government, ye most experts condemn such a notion out of hand. Sometimes experts are wrong
however, as some casual detective woe will confirm in this case. Consider thy saying: "Little
things mean a lot." A hut lump under the skin, for instance, might be a sign of cancer, which
certainly mean a lot to the person with that lump. Now check out selected model airplanes in
your local toy store. They're accurate down to the last rivet, but no Nazi swastikas appear on
vertical stabilizers of Luftwaffe aircraft, as invariably happened in reality.

A small detail in itself, but Jew leave no stone unturned in their hat campaign against Nazis in
particular an Germans in general. This brings us back to the question asked earlier: Why did
those Nazis detest the Jews? Answer they realized their land had been Occupied, just as so many
other nations have been since before the Age of Rome: "[pre-WWII]- Berlin, for example, when
the Nazis came to power, 50.2% of the lawyers were Jews... 48% of the doctors were Jews. The
Jews owned the largest and most important Berlin newspapers, and made great inroads on the
educational system." (House that Hitler Built, Stephen Roberts, 1937.)

Rather than simply milling around like bleating sheep, German patriots tried to save their people
by pressuring aliens and parasites to immigrate (the true "Final Solution"). Jewish reaction?
Like bloodsuckers being plucked off an artery. Afterwards Germany's economy flourished
without inflation, an achievement that "had rarely been praised, and not much remarked."
(Money, Whence It Came, Where It Went, by John Kenneth Galbraith. p.226)

Such omissions and alterations are signs of a Hidden Hand manipulating American society. If
ZOG is able to alter minute historical details like model aircraft markings, and suppress major
economic success stories, it certainly will bend every effort to manipulate information on crucial
topics such as the alleged Holocaust of Jews in World War II.

Or More Accurately... The Hoax Holocaust

The Jerusalem Post stated on 6/ 28/86: "The Six Million number that appears in every holocaust
tale is probably too high, and resulted from hearsay evidence and Soviet data supplied just after
the war."

World War II really started in 1933, when Judea -- all Jews world-wide -declared war on the
Third Reich (see photocopy of The London Daily Express front page, 3/24/1933). When the
shooting began Jews were put into forced labour facilities for security and manpower reasons.
These became death camps only after wartime transportation problems aggravated food and
medical shortages. The "gas" victims in many well-publicized photos are actually typhus
victims. As a preventive measure the gas Zyklon B was used to delouse clothing of, guards and
inmates alike. Other pictures are in fact German casualties of Allied carpet bombing raids on
Dresden during which 100,000 Whites - mostly women and children - were killed by other
Whites during one day of a war waged for... For what?

"We are not denying and are not afraid to confess that this war is our war and that it is waged
for the liberation of Jewry." (Chaim Weizmann, president of the World Jewish Congress, in a
speech Dec. 3, 1942, New York City.)

Think about those 100,000 Whites burned and blasted in a single day of bombing. How the
champagne corks must have popped in New York City that glorious night!

Dwight D. Eisenhower, supreme Allied commander in Europe, never once mentioned mass
murders of Jews in his book "Crusade in Europe" (1949). -His grandson wrote a book that gave
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brief reference to gassings at infamous Buchenwald. Yet Nazi-hunter Simon Wisenthal admitted
in "Books and Bookmen" (p.5): "No gassing took place in any camp on German soil." Buchen-
wald is in Germany! (as is Dachau and Bergen-Belsen)

Yeah, but what about Auschwitz? Millions were gassed there - right? Wrong. A September,
1944 Red Cross inspection uncovered no testimony by Auschwitz inmates about gas chambers,
and no physical evidence such as large supplies of coke - an essential fuel for mass cremations.
In fact, on-site inspections of concentration camps throughout the war by Red Cross officials
found no evidence of mass gassings anywhere! Red Cross and Vatican interviews of thousands
of freed inmates just after WW II recorded no references to extermination programs in any
camp! (Red Cross Document #9925, June, 1946).

Incidentally,' would the ever-practical Germans forsake sending supplies to their hard-pressed
armies on the Russian front, and instead use precious transportation resources for shipping Jews
east for execution?

Early-on in WW II Allied agents captured a top secret German coding machine "Enigma", but
not one credible message or even reference to an extermination program was produced at the
Nuremburg Trials. Nazi confessions at such "trials" were obtained under torture. Beatings with
brass knuckles and truncheons were commonly used by interrogators. In one case, 137 out of
139 German defendants had their genitals crushed.

Franklin Roosevelt's State Department had no knowledge of Nazi genocide programs, and FDR
himself skirted the question. (Tragic Deception by H. Fish, p.97). As this puppet President
neared death himself, he may have been having second thoughts about sending 407,000
Americans to die for Judea.

Part of "The Diary of Anne Frank" was written with a ballpoint pen, something not invented
until after the war (Der Spiegel, 10/6/1980, p.122). On and on it goes. The Hoax Holocaust is
yet another triumph of hysterical assertion over historical accuracy, just like Jewish "rights" to
Palestine

Jews bombarded us with one-sided Holocaust yarns. Why don't they welcome more publicity
with open debate so all questions and doubts can be buried under an avalanche of hard evidence?
Why do they use "judicial notice" and other tactics to suppress contrary evidence? They shun
the light of knowledge much as Hollywood's vampires shun the Light of day.

You're right - vampires are a myth, like most of the Jewish Holocaust claims. What's real?

The White Holocaust

Everything - everything - appearing in this article can be verified by research. It leads to a
conclusion as chilling as death itself. Racial genocide IS being perpetrated - by ZOG. Unlike the
Hoax of World War II, this holocaust has been confirmed by countless uncontested studies.
White percentage of the world population is plummeting. America's problem is worsened by its
flood of illegal, fecund aliens. When combined with ZOG-instigated White bloodbaths, extinc-
tion of our race is certain.

America's next "Good War" (i.e., ZOG-approved) will probably be against South Africa's five
million Whites. In the gusto of killing honkies, U.S. Blacks might voluntarily incur dispropor-
tionate casualties. Contrary to what the media insists, excessive Black losses in Vietnam did not
result from patriotic zeal. Their losses resulted from being drafted -forced - into combat
situations due to unsuitability for other assignments. (See "Myths and Realities", 1980 V.A.
Report to Congress)
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We are in the final phase of true genocidal war, far surpassing the enormous White holocausts
of America's Civil War, WW I and II, and 60 million babies dead from abortions. This is the
culmination of a racist campaign spanning many centuries and all national boundaries. Every
tactic available - fair or foul, insidious or plain as day - is being used by Zionists in concert with
their foreign allies and domestic puppets. Yet most Whites are only vaguely aware of this
remorseless race war. How can this possibly be?

In his science fiction classic 1984, George Orwell stated: "Those who control the PAST, control
the FUTURE. Those who control the PRESENT, control the past."

PRESENTLY an alien, parasitic force controls six choke points of American society:
media, economics, demographics, justice, culture, and politics. That force is ZOG!

A classic example of how American thoughts and action are controlled is the infamous picture
of a Viet Cong being shot point blank in Hue (1968). It appeared repeatedly in ZOG's media,
and precipitated enormous outrage. Compare such intense coverage to that given another picture
taken in September, 1978. Rhodesian gorillas shot down a civilian airliner, then murdered all
crash survivors. One White woman was repeatedly raped before being killed. A picture of that
dead woman and her bayoneted baby was not deemed newsworthy by ZOG. Why?

ZOG remembers well what America's most famous yellow journalist - William Randalph Hearst
- stated in March, 1898: "You furnish the pictures and I'll furnish the war." Had that photo been
given wide publicity, it would have awakened latent fears in tens of millions of Whites, rallied
them to the cause of their racial kin, and delayed for decades the impending ZOG-inspired
genocide of South Africa's Whites.

(Speaking of genocide, aren't those who perpetrate holocausts the world's most evil, loathsome
creatures? Don't Jews and their puppets remind us of that every day in every way possible?)

They also tell us racism is bad. Millions of Whites believe it, and small wonder. ZOG's
propaganda has been constantly pounded into our thoughts from the day each of us watched our
first Sunday morning cartoon. Just for a moment, ignore what puppets like Peter, Tom and Dan
tell you. Instead listen to actual human beings like Theodore Roosevelt: "The man who loves
other countries as much as his own stands on a level with the man who loves other women as
much as his own wife." Other races know what he meant - and heartily agree:

"Any black man who doesn't vote for [mayor Harold Washington] should be hung." Enraged
Black judge at Jesse Jackson rally. (Knight-Rider News Service, 2/'87)

"Those Council people from Los Angeles [who declared English the city's official language]
should be made to understand that they are advocating their law in Occupied Mexico." Humber
to Garza, outraged chairman of the Santa Clara County Legal Aid Society. (1986)

"The Japanese have been doing well for as long as 2000 years because there are no foreign
races." Japanese Premier Nakasone. (1987)

Only Whites are forbidden to "hang" race traitors, protect racial territory, or harbour racial pride.
Pride implies prejudice, which is morally wrong - or is it? H. L. Mencken (American writer,
1880-1956) stated: "What is commonly described as racial or religious prejudice is sometimes
only a reasonable prudence. At the bottom of it is nothing more wicked than a desire to prevent
dominance by a strange and more or less hostile minority." (Minority Report, H.L. Mencken's
notebooks)

The two most dynamic post-WW II nations have been Japan and Germany, both relatively
Jew-free and mono-racial (although Germany's ethnic makeup is now changing catastrophically).
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Because a parasitic lifestyle depends on vulnerable host populations, any resurgence of racial
pride and the healthy society that engenders would be dangerous to ZOG. Its web of conspira-
cies are designed to weaken Whites just as parasitic worms weaken - and eventually kill - sheep.
At the same time our children are being shepherded into a kosher Melting Pot. "The non-
Europeanization of America is heartening news of an almost transcendental quality." So says
Ben Wattenberg, Jewish "philosopher", in "The Good News, the Bad News, etc.,." p.84.

Did he actually say "heartening news"? If White Americans really favour integration and
mongrelisation, as "our" media insists we do and "our" (???) government says we must, then
how to explain White Flight? Easy: its nothing more or less than people voting with their feet.
Generation after generation Whites keep running away from the world ZOG is building, but the
race is being lost - our Race!

As of 1987, 50% of Mexico's population was under the age of 15. Their only hope for a better
life is in the United States, and - invited or not - millions will come across our open borders. In
two generations their sheer numbers will swamp the political power of aging American DINKs
(Dual Income - No Kids). Even as we Whites face political and demographic oblivion, our
technological advantage is being forever lost. Currently Japan graduates 2 engineers for every
1 here, and better than half of Advanced American engineering degrees are granted to foreign
students - mostly Orientals. Their new economic power is being used to buy up America's
industrial base, real estate, and IOUs. Add to this the remorseless destruction of White cultural
values plus the burden of a blatantly unjust justice system, and our future is not only clear - its
close!

Has the time come to sound an alarm - or what? You needn't break the law, or even be a
table-pounding advocate. Just order this special issue and mail it to fellow Whites in your area:
farmer and businessmen facing bankruptcy, Whites unemployed through ZOG-aided foreign
competition, veterans, and patriots who express their concern in editorial pages. Get names and
addresses from newspapers, foreclosure notices, library directories. Total cost will be about
S1.00/mailing, a pittance compared to what ZOG taxes you each year to finance its Final
Solution to the White Problem. Submit this information for other Whites to ponder as an
exercise in freedom of expression on your part, and freedom of thought on theirs.

Perhaps you wish to send copies anonymously. Your caution is yet more evidence that our
country has been occupied. Don't expect to hear that news on the Evening "News", but harken
to the words of President James Madison: "I believe there are more instances of the abridgement
of the freedom of the people by gradual and silent encroachments of those in power, than by
violent and sudden usurpations.
"
We have not only found ZOG - we have found it has us by the throats!

Many facts have been uncovered during our search for a Zionist Occupation Government. Now
- at journey's end - you the weary traveller may want to rest and reflect on all that was found
along our path. As you do, please realize this publication is not intended to arouse unwarranted
anti-Zionist feelings. It’s meant only to present verifiable information that is little known or
suppressed. But you say it angers you? Why be upset about being exposed to truth? Perhaps an
ember of racial pride still glows within you, and you're angry about what the truth foretells.

For the record, this article is intended to
:
(1) Sensitise Whites to the insidious race war being waged against them. Attacks occurring daily
will now be seen for what they really are. Those Nazi-like Empire troops in Star Wars, for
instance. They were the bad guys, and all of them were White. Or the much-lamented 1987
"racist" killing in Howard Beach, while in 1988 a Black murdered a White Dallas cop as a Black
crowd shouted "Shoot him!
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Shoot him!" This incident was not once called "racist" by ZOG's national media.

Provide a new Perspective to otherwise inexplicable events and situations. After reading this
publication any White can at long last understand "our" government's astounding failure to
protect America's borders from an ongoing invasion, but knee-jerk readiness to defend Israel's
borders. And why AIDS victims are history's first contagious disease carriers to acquire
immunity from isolation. Discriminate against them, and next you'll be discriminating against
queers and illegal aliens - which isn't moral. (By the way, just who is defining "morality"
nowadays?)]

Spotlight ZOG's chokehold on American society. This includes control of Politics, Culture.
Justice. Demographics and particularly vast power in: Our Media: We have seen that Jews
thoroughly control American television -"the most powerful tool at hand to shape public
opinion." Who said that? TV GUIDE, when appraising television in the Soviet orbit as "first and
foremost an instrument of propaganda" (8/22/87, page 6); and our Economy. One last example
is the so-called kosher tax is levied on many foodstuffs. (Look for a small K or U on labels such
as Heinz ketchup). To avoid boycotts, food companies pay rabbis to certify their products as
kosher, then pass the tax on to all customers.

Americans used to take up arms over taxation without representation. We used to read more too.
Now a article like this is a rarity. Why bother with the effort and expense of distributing it? "The
more extensive a man's knowledge of what has been done, the greater his power of knowing
what to do." (Disraeli, Britain's 18th Century Jewish Prime Minister)

And if Whites do nothing? "Really, I think few people will miss you." [Prediction to Rhodesia's
White minority by Eddison Zvobgo, a Black government official.] (AP, 8/22/87)

Epilogue

Long ago President John Adams warned: "Democracy never lasts long. It soon wastes, exhausts
and murders itself. There never was a democracy yet that did not commit suicide." If only he
had also warned us that a tiny but lethal minority of any democracy (say about 3%) can cause
its death.

The Antichrist's number is 666. The six-pointed star has 6 points, 6 lines, and 6 triangle& As
America goes the way of Rome, as our White Race enters the twilight of its very existence, we
shall finally realize what that odd star on our Great Seal, engraved by Max Zeiler, a Jew,
signified all along.

-- Without your help, this truly is -- The End.. .
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The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The

Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus

Mountains Into Europe
By

Pastor Eli James

The above PowerPoint presenta-
tion is available at Pastor Eli’s

website:

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com

Parts 1 - 6 plus a short
introduction can now be viewed

or downloaded - the latest
addition part 6  covers the

German people in
relation to the

migrations of the Tribes of Israel.
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH

CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!

At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

"For out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem"

(Isaiah 2:3).”


